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port of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. S. CLARK, President.
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AGKICULTUEAL COLLEGE. [Jan.

ANNUAL REPORT.

To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Council

:

—

The Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural College re-

spectfully present the following Report for the year 1873.

The institution has been blessed with its usual prosperity,

and under the judicious management of its able and devoted

officers of instruction has accomplished much good. The

farm and stock have steadily improved, the students have

been obedient and faithful in their work, and some agricul-

tural experiments and scientific investigations have been

carried on with interesting and important results. The con-

fidence of the numerous friends of the College in the wisdom

of its plan of organization and its capacity for eminent useful-

ness was never greater than at the present time.

National Endowment.

Senator J. S. Morrill of Vermont, who will be gratefully

remembered as the prime mover in the establishment of

national schools of science and colleges for the promotion

of education in agriculture and the mechanic arts, introduced a

bill into the last Congress for their further endowment. This

was rendered necessary by the defects in the Act of 1862,

which made the grant to many of the States utterly inadequate

for the object contemplated. This bill passed the Senate by

a large majority, but failed at the very close of the session

through a want of harmony among the friends of education in

the two houses. It is again pending, and there is reason to

hope that so just and beneficent a measure in the special

interest of the industrial classes may be enacted at an early

day.

This effort to secure a proper endowment for the national
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colleges aroused a most extraordinary and unexpected opposi-

tion. Many of the leading educators of the country, who

seem to have hitherto regarded these new institutions with

silent contempt, became suddenly alarmed at their rising

importance, and presidents of universities, both old and new,

appeared at the national capitol, in person or by letter, to

remonstrate against the proposed action of Congress. Some

of these gentlemen were among the foremost champions of

the modern system of education, which substitutes optional

and scientific studies for required and classical courses, and

there appears to be no rational explanation of their conduct

in thus opposing additional aid to national schools of science

which were already established. One of them even ventured

to assert that Congress has no right to build up these institu-

tions for industrial education, because of the injury they would

do to those previously existing. He, however, is a foreigner,

and therefore perhaps excusable for not understanding that

the American people will never give the exclusive right to

educate their sons to any sect, party or corporation, however

respectable for its morality, or venerable for its antiquity, or

arrogant in its assumptions.

These attempts to convince Congress that the noble enter-

prise contemplated by the original grant of more than nine

million acres of public lands for the advancement of industrial

education among the people was not only a mistake but even

an act of injustice, had the natural eifect of calling out quite

a general howl of adverse criticism from those numerous edi-

tors and correspondents of newspapers who seem to delight

in the Hibernian pastime of a free fight, and to adopt the

familiar rule on such occasions of hitting whatever head

is within reach. These hostile articles have generally con-

tained such internal evidence of ignorance or malice or most

unjustifiable expectations as to be worthy of no attention, yet

it is to be regretted that they have evidently operated in a

very injurious way upon the public welfare. The large ma-

jority of the people know nothing of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College except what they read in the newspapers,

and are, therefore, easily prejudiced against an institution

which is designed solely for their good, and is in the main

satisfactory to all disinterested persons who know the facts

2
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concerning it. There are hundreds of influential men who,

like the lamented Agassiz, were for years after its incorpora-

tion entirely sceptical in regard to the possible utility of such

an institution, but who now are ready to unite in his mag-

nanimous confession that he had been mistaken, and was glad

to be convinced of the fact, and that the College was a com-

plete success, and worthy a position among the scientific insti-

tutions of the world.

These words of high commendation do not mean that the

College is perfect in all respects, or is accomplishing all it

ought to accomplish. They merely affirm that, under all the

circumstances, with the money it has, and the patronage it

has, it is doing the best that can be done, and therefore

deserves the confidence and support of every good citizen.

It is the earnest desire of the trustees and faculty that the

College shall especially promote the agricultural interests of

the Commonwealth, but it may be well to remind those who
demand that every graduate shall be a farmer, that the Act of

incorporation passed by the legislature of 1863 does not inti-

mate that the accomplishment of this result is the mission of

the institution. The language is as follows :
" The leading

object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classi-

cal studies, and including military tactics, to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the

mechanic arts, in order to promote the liberal and practical

education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and

professions of life."

It should, therefore, be distinctly understood that, while

the most effort and the largest expense have been bestowed

upon the agricultural department, the authorities of the Col-

lege do not propose to require its graduates to engage in any

particular business for life. The opportunity for acquiring a

valuable education is offered to all the young men of the

country, and if the farmers desire to have their sons trained

in the best manner to pursue intelligently the profession of

their fathers, let them patronize the College. If, however,*

there are others who wish to have their sons enjoy the advan-

tages of scientific and literary culture under circumstances

calculated to interest them in practical affairs, and to prepare

them for a life of industry and usefulness, they have equal
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rights with the farmers, and shall have equally cordial wel-
ts

come.

If there be any failure in the matter of professional agri-

cultural education, the blame cannot justly be imputed to the

College, but must rest upon those farmers who fail properly

to appreciate either the importance and advantages of their

occupation, or the exceeding value of knowledge and mental

culture, or else upon those persons who, by their unreason-

able requirements, or false statements, prejudice the public

mind to the great detriment of the Commonwealth.

It is altogether unaccountable how men, who profess to be

lovers of the truth, friends of education and of humanity, and

public-spirited citizens, can, allow themselves to exert their

influence against the interests of an institution founded by the

government for the people. If it can be improved, let the

proposed means and method be kindly stated. If its officers

are not what they should be, let the facts concerning them be

fairly discussed. If its course of instruction seem too ele-

mentary or too literary to any, let proper modifications be*

sus^ested. But let it be remembered that the College has been

established to continue forever, that the good name of Massa-

chusetts is inseparably united with it, and that its reputation

ought to be as dear and sacred to every citizen of the State

as that of his most intimate personal friend. Let it be borne

in mind that the trustees have faithfully and anxiously labored

to accomplish the difficult task assigned them, with no other

compensation than the hope of usefulness, and that their

efforts deserve at least respectful consideration.

Financial Condition.

The ordinary expenses of the College upon its present basis,

which is as simple and economical as is consistent with the

objects to be achieved, are about $30,000 per annum. The

permanent cash fund in the State treasury is $233,333.33,

yielding an annual income of $15,000. The receipts for tuition

and room-rent amount to about $10,000 per annum, and can-

not be increased to any considerable extent without addi-

tional buildings. Until, therefore, some further endowment

be received, either from Congress, from the State, or from

private' individuals, there will be need of an annual appropria-
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tion from the legislature of at least $5,000. There are also

many permanent improvements which should be made, while

some money is required every year for new books and appa-

ratus, and to defray the necessary expenses of experiments for

the advancement of science, and especially for the benefit of

agriculture.

. The fact that the College is the child of the State appears to

be an obstacle in the way of securing donations from individ-

uals, the largest gift during the past year being the sum of

$1,000, from Hon. William Claflin, for the endowment of

prizes to be awarded each year to those two members of the

graduating class who may pass the best oral and written

examinations in the theory and practice of agriculture. These

prizes are to be called the "Grinnell Agricultural Prizes," in

honor of George B. Grinnell, Esq., of New York.

It is to be regretted that the insufficiency of the present

fund for the maintenance of the College renders it necessary

to charge so large a sum for tuition, and it is earnestly hoped

fchat either by an additional endowment from Congress, or by

the establishment of free scholarships by individuals, it may
soon be possible to aid the large number of indigent, but excel-

lent, students who are now compelled for want of money either

to forego the advantages of college education altogether, or to

confine themselves to a special and imperfect course.

The Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture sets

a noble example to the other societies of the Commonwealth

by maintaining four free scholarships, at an annual expense of

$300.

No appropriation having been made by the legislature since

1871, the indebtedness of the College now amounts to $13,000.

Course of Instruction.

In the Tenth Annual Report a detailed statement concern-

ing the education offered at the College and the several de-

partments of instruction was given. The experience of

another year suggests no material change in the views there

expressed, or the general coursp of study. The officers are

all desirous of raising the standard of admission as soon as

circumstances will admit, so that the students under their

training maybe as mature as possible, and advanced in math-
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ematics and languages as far as practicable. They would

then be able to profit more by the excellent opportunities

afforded for scientific study and investigation, and the results

of the college course would be more satisfactory. The prog-

ress made by the large majority of the graduates during

their four years of study is, in most respects, quite admirable,

but, as in all other institutions, varies with their individual

circumstances. The older and more talented and better pre-

pared they are upon entrance, the more valuable is the educa-

tion they acquire, and the greater their usefulness in after-life.

While it is important that the standard of admission should

not be so high as to discourage the farmers from attempting

to educate their sons, there are obvious reasons for raising it

as much and as soon as the popular appreciation of college

education will permit. It may be argued, with some reason,

that the more thorough and complete the attainments required

for graduation, the larger would be the patronage of the insti-

tution and the greater its popularity. But the prevalent

opinion among the people, whether learned or ignorant,

that manual labor and agricultural pursuits are incompatible

with much intellectual culture and extensive learning, seems

to justify the plan temporarily adopted. When the farmer

shall have discovered that knowledge is not only power but

also pleasure and wealth, and that only large mental acquire-

ments can command great influence and respect, it will be

easy to elevate the standard of the entrance examination to a

higher and more desirable point.

The Hon. George S. Boutwell, in a recent address, has

stated some important truths respecting agricultural educa-

tion. He says: "Other things being equal, the practical

farmer who knows the most will do the best ; but other things

not being equal, a man who excels in wisdom in administra-

tion, may surpass a man of greater learning, or even one of

greater knowledge of things. But do not allow this sugges-

tion to lead you to place a lower estimate upon learning,

whether general or professional ; for culture of every sort gives

us capacity to appreciate wisdom, and opportunity also for its

exercise." And again, " Mere numbers will not give the body

of American farmers, permanently, either power or position.

They should be intellectual men, and their calling should be
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made intellectual. Any calling that is followed by intellect-

ual men is at once clothed with dignity, respectability and

power. Ignorance is our common enemy. Farm labor, as

labor merely, is not attractive. But to intellectual men the

field of examination, of experiment, of investigation, of test,

is as large and as inviting as that occupied by Agassiz and his

associates."

Veterinary Department.

The only change in the faculty during the past year was

caused by the decease of Prof. Henry James Clark, who had

just become established in the chair of veterinary science, and

was zealously occupied in the duties of his office. The pub-

lic at large can with difficulty appreciate the loss to the Col-

lege and to the world, resulting from the death of so accom-

plished a scientist in the very prime of life. The following

sketch of the main points in his distinguished career may
not be uninteresting.

He was born June 22d, 1826, in the town of Easton, Mass.

His father was a clergyman, and afterwards resided many
years in Brooklyn, N. Y., where the son received much of

his early education. He took the degree of B. A., in 1848,

at the University of New York City, and the degree of B. S.

at Harvard University, in 1854. He was appointed assistant

professor of zoology in Harvard University, in 1860 ; pro-

fessor of natural history in the Agricultural College of Penn-

sylvania, in 1867 ; professor of natural history in Kentucky

University, in 1869; and professor of veterinary science in

the Massachusetts Agricultural College, in 1872. In 1856 he

was elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, and in 1870, an associate fellow of the same. In

1857 he became a member of the Boston Society of Natural

History. In 1865 he was chosen a corresponding member of

the American Microscopical Society; in 1866, corresponding

member of the Essex Institute; and in 1868, correspondent

of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science. In 1872

he was honored by an election to the National Academy of

Sciences, an organization chartered by Congress and limited

in membership to fifty of the foremost scientists of the

country.
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In 1863 Professor Clark delivered a course of lectures be-

fore the Lowell Institute, in Boston, and in 1865 published

them under the title, "Mind in Nature," or "The Origin of

Life, and Mode of Development of Animals." This was, per-

haps, his most important work, and at once established his

reputation throughout the scientific world. It was illustrated

by more than two hundred microscopical illustrations, which

were the result of his own original investigations in embryol-

ogy and zoology. He was pronounced by Professor Agassiz

to be the most skilful and reliable microscopist in the country,

and the evidence of his ability may be seen in the admirable

illustrations made by him for Agassiz's Contributions to the

Natural History of the United States. He was an indefatiga-

ble worker, and contributed numerous articles to scientific

periodicals and the transactions of learned societies. The

Smithsonian Institution has now in press a work from his pen,

and another valuable manuscript nearly ready for publication

will be completed by a distinguished scientific friend.

Professor Clark married Miss Mary Hoibrook, of Boston,

who was a most devoted wife, and aided him greatly by her

cheerfulness, economy and industry in bearing the trials inci-

dent to a limited income and failing health. An interesting

family of four sons and three daughters still remains to be at

once her care and comfort.

The fatal disease, which finally overcame the manly strength

of a vigorous constitution, was the result of nervous prostra-

tion caused by overwork. Our lamented friend died July 1st,

1873, in the forty-eighth year of his age, and will long be

deeply mourned by those who were familiar with his many
estimable qualities.

Prof. Noah Cressy, M. D., of Middletown, Conn., has

been elected as the successor of Professor Clark% and has

already entered upon his duties. He has held the position of

veterinary pathologist of the Connecticut Board of Agricul-

ture, and has acquired the reputation of being a skilful prac-

titioner of veterinary medicine. He is an enthusiastic stu-

dent, with a valuable library and a cabinet of choice specimens

of comparative anatomy, and is ambitious to excel in his

chosen profession. There is reason, therefore, to expect that
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under his intelligent guidance, many young men will acquire

a far better knowledge of the proper treatment of our do-

mestic animals, when disabled by injuries or affected by dis-

ease, than is now possessed by those who ordinarily undertake

to relieve them.

An interesting lecture upon the importance of this depart-

ment of the College and its relations to agriculture was recently

delivered by Professor Cressy before the Massachusetts Board

of Agriculture at Fitchburg, and may be found in the Annual

Report for 1873-4.

Agricultural Department.

The superintendence of the college farm has continued in

charge of Mr. John C. Dillon, whose report is appended to

this and shows in detail his operations for the year 1873. It

is the universal testimony of those who are conversant with

the facts that the general appearance of the thoroughbred

stock, the teams, implements, roads, barns and fields has been

more satisfactory throughout the year than ever before.

Professor Stockbridge has given the instruction in theoretical

and practical agriculture with his accustomed success. He
has also begun a series of experiments upon ' the feeding of

crops with special fertilizers in a purely chemical form, which

have already afforded surprising results, and which will be

continued for several years, so as to arrive, if possible, at

some useful facts for the benefit of farmers.

Professor Goessmann has not only given the instruction in

chemistry, but, with his usual remarkable industry, has done

a vast amount of analytical work in determining the composi-

tion of commercial fertilizers in connection with his office of

State inspector, the results of which will be found in the An-

nual Report of the Board of Agriculture for 1873-4.

Appended to this Report will also be noticed his final paper

upon the subject of beet-sugar, giving the results of numerous

experiments on the college estate, as well as in New York

and Canada. From his statements it will be seen that beet-

seed of the best quality has been raised in Amherst from

roots of the Imperial variety, grown in 1872 from seed im-

ported from Saxony. The effects of various fertilizers and

modes of culture upon the size and quality of the beet are

also illustrated by the experiments described.
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Little as the work accomplished in the laborious investiga-

tions upon the sugar-beet at the College during the three years

past may be appreciated now, we venture the opinion that it

will at no distant day be acknowledged as of the utmost im-

portance and value to the agricultural interests of Massachu-

setts.

Botanical Department.

The Durfee plant-house, the nursery, the vineyard and the

practical operations in the horticultural department gener-

ally, have been under the supervision of Prof. S. T. May-

nard, who has also givennnstructiou in the use of the micro-

scope and in fruit-culture.

A large number of rare and costly plants have been im-

ported from England at the expense of the Hills fund, and

several new species, interesting in an economical point of

view, have been presented by William Saunders, Esq., of the

Agricultural Department in Washington.

The specimens in the plant-house represent about one

thousand species or important varieties, and are in excellent

condition. One of the most remarkable among them is the

immense variegated century-plant or Agave Americana, the

leaves of which measure eight feet in length. This was kept

for twenty-five years by President Edward Hitchcock, and is

now thirty-five years o'd. It has grown very rapidly the past

season, and will doubless reach maturity and blossom within

a brief period, possibly during the next summer. This spe-

cies is monocarpous, and dies after flowering once. Under

favorable circumstances, in warm regions, it matures in seven

years, but as ordinarily treated, it requires from fifty to one

hundred years.

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder has presented a collection of plants,

and many specimens of fruits carefully named, which have

been modelled for the botanical museum. Among the plants

was a fine seedling camellia, which he has raised and named
"President Clark." It is a cross of Camellia Floyni on O.

Middlemist, and the flowers are of great size, fine crimson

color, with some variegation of white, especiaUy towards the

centre-, semi-double, and borne upon stout twigs, which are

furnished with immense dark green and glossy foliage.

3
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Under the direction of Professor Maynard, the junior class

has done a large amount of work in preparing the ground for

planting the Massachusetts garden, which is intended to con-

tain all the indigenous trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants of

the State, so far as they can be made to thrive in the locality

selected. This is on the hill, east of the plant-house, and in-

cludes the grove south of the vineyard. Under the shade of

large chestnuts and oaks is a swampy place where a pond can

be easily formed to receive the aquatic species. Numerous

roads and walks have been laid out, and much grading done

in preparing beds. Many stumps and superfluous trees have

also been removed, and for a very moderate expense the gar-

den may be made quite attractive and useful.

A plantation of several hundred Norway spruces, Scotch

larches, Scotch pines and Austrian pines has been set on the steep

side-hill west of the vineyard, which is designed as a shelter

to the vines, an ornament to the estate, and an experiment to

determine the adaptation of these species of hardy evergreens

to cover with useful timber the somewhat barren hills of Mas-

sachusetts.

About two acres of land on the summit of the hill, east of

the plant-house, have been subsoiled to the depth of fifteen

inches, and will be planted as a pinetum with native and for-

eign coniferous trees as soon as practicable.

Several thousand trees and shrubs of various species have

been set in the nursery the past season, and many, which were

imported from England several years ago, have been removed

to other places for the adornment of the estate or for sale.

The vineyard, of about two acres, has been well kept, and

the vines, of ten different varieties, are healthy and vigorous.

They are now all laid upon the ground, with a light covering of

earth, and will doubtless yield abundant returns another year.

Trellises of a very substantial sort have been put up where

they did not already stand. The posts are of chestnut, eight

feet long, and six inches square at the large end. The wires

are of galvanized iron, number fifteen in size, and are placed

four on each post.

The most pressing wants of the horticultural department

are a cold grapery and an orchard-house. His Excellency

Governor Washburn has generously given the requisite glass
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for these structures, but a few hundred dollars are wanted for

providing the necessary masonry.

The fund of fifty thousand dollars, which must be secured

before the work of planting the botanic garden can safely be

undertaken, has not yet been furnished, notwithstanding the

worthiness of the object and the often repeated solicitations

for it. So important a measure for the benefit of the College

and the advancement of science must sooner or later be ac-

complished, and it is hoped some wealthy friend will speedily

establish such a fund, the income of which will supply the

means to pay indigent students by whom the necessary work

for keeping the garden in order may be clone.

The students have evinced an unusual interest in botany

during the past year, and have made larger and more excel-

lent herbariums than ever before. This was owing to the

fact that more time has been devoted to the study, and also to

the stimulus of the Hills prizes of fifteen and ten dollars re-

spectively for the best and second best collections of plants,

regard being had to the number and quality of specimens,

neatness of mounting, correctness of names and arrangement,

and the catalogue accompanying each. Some of the herba-

riums contained more than five hundred species, and one

reached the very large number, for one season in this locality,

of five hundred and eighty-seven. The successful competi-

tors were Edward H. Libby and Edward E. Woodman.
An extensive series of investigations was carried on during

the spring upon the circulation of sap in the sugar-maple and

other species of trees. A summary of the results will be

found appended to this Report. The presentation of this sub-

ject before the meeting of the Board of Agriculture at Fitch-

burg, in December last, elicited from Professor Agassiz the

extraordinary statement that the production of this one paper

was an ample return for all that had been expended on the

College ; while Dr. George B. Emerson, the celebrated author

of the "Report on the Trees and Shrubs of Massachusetts,"

has fully endorsed the " apparently extravagant commendation

of our lamented Agassiz," and added that " under the feeling

which it produced in him he would, if he had a hundred thou-

sand dollars to give, send it all to the College at once."

These remarks are here repeated in the hope that the im-
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portauce of providing means for systematic scientific investi-

gations and experiments for the advancement of knowledge

and the improvement of agriculture and horticulture, will

thereby be rendered more apparent to those who have the

ability to secure them for the College.

Anniversary Week.

The exercises of the third anniversary of the College were

of an interesting and satisfactory character. A large number

of the overseers and trustees were present and evidently in-

terested in the proceedings of the week.

The successful competitors for the Farnsworth Rhetorical

gold medals were P. M. Harwood, of the sophomore class,

and C. W. McConnel, of the freshman class; while the silver

medals were awarded to L. K. Lee, of the sophomore class,

and J. E. Williams, of the freshman class. The prize dec-

lamations occurred Monday evening, July 14th.

The public examinations of the several classes before the

committee of the Board of Agriculture, were held on

Thursday, the 15th of July. In the evening was the presi-

dent's reception, which was attended by His Excellency Gov-

ernor Washburn, Senator Justin S. Morrill, several members

of the Executive Council, many of the Board of Agriculture,

some of the trustees of the College, and the alumni and mem-
bers of the graduating class and their friends.

On Wednesday, July 16th, the examination of the graduat-

ing class in agriculture took place in the presence of the

Board of Agriculture. After this, the battalion of Massachu-

setts Agricultural Cadets was reviewed by His Excellency the

Governor, in the presence of a large crowd of spectators.

In the afternoon, the address before the Social Union was

delivered by Hon. Justin S. Morrill, of Strafford, Vt. His

subject was " Some of the Opportunities and Perils in the

Pathway of the Young Men of America." The address was

full of excellent suggestions, and listened to by a large and

intelligent audience gathered in the military hall.

The literary oration of Senator Morrill was followed by .

brief addresses from four members of the graduating class.

Frank W. Wood spoke of " The Object of Agricultural Col-

leges" ; Seth S. Warner, on " Practice with Science" ; Charles
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Wellington, on "The Study of Natural History "
; and John B.

Minor, on "The Influence of the Arabs in Europe," with the

valedictory addresses.

The diplomas were then presented to the graduating class

by Governor Washburn, who also delivered a short address,

complimenting the College, and expressing his gratification

with what he had seen, especially in the military department,

which he regarded as of very great importance.

The exercises of the anniversary were closed by a very

happy extempore address from Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.

Conclusion.

There has been a great deal of discussion during the past

autumn in regard to the general effect of the College upon

the students who attend upon its instructions. For the

information of those desiring to know the facts a catalogue

has been prepared of the present occupation and residence of

all past students, whether in the regular or special classes. It

is quite satisfactory to observe that as many are now engaged

in agricultural pursuits as expressed their intention of doing

so when they came to college, so that the assertion that the

effect of the education is to turn young men away from agri-

cultural pursuits is totally false. About seventy out of two

hundred and thirty-four students are known to be engaged in

farming or kindred business, and nearly all who have been at

the College are now engaged in some industrial calling:. Thus

it appears that the institution is truly accomplishing its ap-

pointed mission in educating young men for the more prac-

tical pursuits and professions of life. Quite a number of

those who are now engaged in engineering and other occupa-

tions have expressed the intention of adopting agriculture as a

profession, as soon as they have obtained money enough to buy
and stock a farm.

It is perhaps hardly to be expected that farmers, who have

not themselves enjoyed the advantages of scientific and
literary training, should fully appreciate the numerous benefits

which their sons might derive from a college course. Yet no
intelligent man doubts the inestimable value of education to

its possessor, or the increased power and influence which it en-

ables him to exert in society. As a pecuniary investment
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merely, a liberal education is the safest and most productive

which it is possible for a father to make for his son.

Dr. H. P. Wakefield, president of the Eastern Hampden
Agricultural Society, in a recent admirable address upon
" Agriculture from a New England Stand-point," says :

—

" I want to urge on every farmer to make the effort to be a better

one. I care not how good you may have been, you have not reached

perfection. There is room for improvement. You have toiled with

your muscles, now put more brains into your work. Physical labor is

a power, but combine it with brains and you increase it a thousand-

fold."

Referring to the College, he adds :

—

"At this institution are many young men pursuing studies calcu-

lated to prepare them to compete successfully with other young

men in the various occupations and professions of life, and at

the same time gaining practical experience in the laboratory, in

the lecture-room, in the barn and in the field. I have had occa-

sion during the past season to know something of this matter, having

been delegated by the State Board of Agriculture to examine the

College and the farm. I have seen the students in the recitation-

room, at work with the microscope ; ascertaining the pressure of sap

in different trees in spring-time ; analyzing soils and flowers ; on

parade, and at work in the fields with their teachers, the same as

other boys in a farming community.
" I am the son of a farmer, bred and reared on a farm, and, by

the exertions of an honored sire, who, feeling the want of an edu-

cation, determined that his son should have a better chance than

himself, was enabled to graduate at Amherst, and yet I would to-

day give the preference to the Agricultural College rather than the

Classical, believing the former can fit a young man to make his way

and his mark also, in any profession or pursuit, and at the same

time establish in him habits of manual labor, and also give him a

knowledge of a business that a large class of persons, especially

those who in boyhood have tasted its sweets, wish to engage in, in

the declining, if not in the earlier, years of life."

While almost every individual is inclined to imagine his own

occupation to be more irksome and unprofitable than others,

it seems to be the misfortune of agriculture to be lightly

esteemed by all classes of people. The very fact, that it is so
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safe and so remunerative that the least intelligent and the

least educated persons subsist comfortably by it, proves its

superiority to other professions, and there can be no question

that agriculture offers a most favorable field for intelligent en-

terprise and business capacity. Professor Stockbriclge asserts

that the farming operations of the United States yield a return

of at least fifteen per cent, on all the capital engaged in them,

while Senator Boutwell declares every farm-crop to be exceed-

ingly profitable, the reason why farmers generally have so

small an income being simply the smallness of their capital.

He says, " Let any farmer state an account with each particular

crop, and he will find his per cent, of profit so large that he

would become a millionaire in five years if his aggregate

business were one-tenth as large as that of the leading mer-

chants and manufacturers of the country."

Before another generation has passed from the earth, both

education and agriculture will have risen greatly in the estima-

tion of men. Happy will the boys of to-day be in their

declining years, if they secure in their youth knowledge and

culture enough to enable them to keep abreast with the won-

derful progress of the world, and if they then enjoy possession

of a comfortable homestead with the abundant improvements

and adornments which are daily becoming more common, and

with that greatly enhanced value which inevitably accrues to

landed property with advancing time in all countries of per-

manent wealth and refinement.

The officers of the Massachusetts Agricultural College are

earnestly and hopefully striving to elevate both the farmers and

the farming of the State, and to increase the productiveness

of the soil and the attractions of rural life. They believe

these results will richly benefit all classes of the community,

and therefore appeal with confidence to their fellow-citizens

for liberal support, kindly sympathy and just criticism.

Kespectfully submitted,

By order of the Trustees,

W. S. CLAKK, President.
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CIRCULATION OF SAP.

The want of sufficient data for a satisfactory determination

of the manner in which plants absorb and distribute through

their various parts the nutrient materials by the assimilation

of which they grow, led to the following investigations.

Appreciating the difficulties which oppose researches into the

structure and functions of living beings, and especially of

those belonging to the vege able kingdom, we thought best to

begin our inquiries at points where information was readily p

afforded, intending to proceed with them as far as circum-

stances would permit. The familiar facts, that sap would

flow from wounds in the wood of certain trees in spring, that

the maples yielded a large amount of cane-sugar, and that

the peculiarities of the season affected the quantity and the

quality of the flow, seemed to indicate the desirableness and

propriety of observations upon the amount, pressure and

composition of the sap which might be obtained from differ-

ent species of woody exogens. The amount of labor involved

in such investigations, even after a statement of the facts, can

hardly be appreciated except by those who have been engaged

in similar undertakings.

The task of making, adjusting and repairing six mercurial

gauges, used in determining the pressure exerted by the sap of

different trees, and of recording most of the observations, was

cheerfully undertaken and most faithfully performed by

Prof. S. H. Peabody, who also prepared with great skill a

chart representing upon a uniform scale the pressure exerted

by the various species during every hour of the season. He
visited the gauges under his charge several times daily for

many weeks. All of them were necessarily at considerable

distance from his residence, and one was reached by a perpen-
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dicular ladder forty-two feet in height, so that taking obser-

vations, especially in dark and stormy nights, was far from a

pastime.

Prof. Levi Stockbridge recorded with great care and inter-o ©
est the fluctuations of the mercury in the gauge upon the

sugar-maple during a period of ninety days.

Prof. C. A. Goessmann took the specific gravity of a large

number of specimens of sap from many species of trees, and

from the same trees at different times, and applied chemical

tests for the determination of sugar and other ingredients.© ©
Mr. Albert T. Wakefield, of the senior class, devoted much

time for some weeks to tapping the various trees of the forest,

collecting specimens of sap for analysis and weighing the

daily flow from the several trees under observation. As
these were widely scattered over the college estate, their visi-

tation necessitated a somewhat extended journey at a season

when people generally do not walk the fields for pleasure.

When it is further added, that over sixty species of trees

and shrubs were tapped, most of them several times, and that

the extreme points where observations were made were more

than five miles apart, some conception may be attained of the

work required for the acquisition of these few facts.

For a detailed account of the results attained, and a discus-

sion of the general subject of the circulation of sap in exogen-

ous plants, the reader is referred to the Report for 1873-74 of

the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture. The following syn-

opsis must here suffice.

It was found, in the first place, that the great majority of

trees and shrubs do not bleed from wounds in the wood at any

season of the year, and that the few species in our latitude,

which exhibit this phenomenon at all, do so to any considerable

extent only when deprived of their foliage. No peculiarity of

structure or habitat has yet been detected which accounts for

this extraordinary difference among them. The soft and spongy

wood of the willow and elm, which often grow in moist

ground, might be deemed specially suited to absorb and pour

forth water before the expansion of their leaves or flowers in

the spring ; but the wood appears to contain no unusual

amount of sap at that time. Of more than sixty species of

trees and shrubs tested by boring a three-quarter-inch hole,
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usually to the depth of two inches, into the sap-wood near the

earth, only those of the following genera showed any ten-

dency to bleed, viz. : Betula, which includes the birches

;

Acer', the maples ; Vitis, the vines ; Ostrya, the hornbeam

;

Juglans, the walnuts. The genus Carya, to which belong the

hickories, sometimes exudes a very little, and possibly the

Fagus or beech, and Carjpinus, the hop hornbeam, may do the

same, though no opportunity offered for testing them satisfac-

torily. On the 19th of March, when the ground was still

covered with snow, but free from frost, fourteen species of the

common forest-trees were tapped, and nearly all those which

were subjected to experiment were tapped on the 21st of April,

and again on the 30th of the same month.

It was found that each species of those which flowed had

its own time of beginning, when it seemed to awake from its

winter's repose, that the flow steadily increased in quantity and

force, as indicated by the weight of sap and the pressure on a

mercurial gauge, until it reached its maximum, and then gradu-

ally declined ; and that the composition of the sap of the sev-

eral species differed remarkably, according to the date of the

flow, and especially the time of its beginning. This singular

periodicity, peculiar to every species, demonstrates that the

absorption of water by the rootlets is not caused by osmose,

or any other mere physical force, but is the result of the specific

life which imparts to every plant its distinctive characteristics.

The sugar-maple begins to flow in October, reaches its

maximum about the first of April, and ceases about the first

of May. The black-birch begins to flow the last of March,

attains its maximum the last of April, and stops about the

middle of May. The wild summer grape-vine commences

about the first of May, arrives at its maximum of flow and

pressure about the 25th of May, and ceases early in June.

This difference in the season of flowing is of course accom-

panied by a corresponding variation in the temperature of the

soil and the atmosphere, and, very naturally also, in the

chemical condition of the sap. Thus the principal ingredient

of maple-sap is cane-sugar, that of birch-sap is grape-sugar,

and that of vine sap is mucilage or gum.

These three carbo-hydrates, cane-sugar, grape-sugar and gum,

are doubtless chiefly formed out of the starch which descended
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to the root of the plant and was deposited in its cells, or

those of the stem, as the result of the previous season's

growth. It seems probable that these transformations occur

in the sap after the period of its spring activity begins, and in

the following order, viz. : insoluble starch becomes soluble

gum, gum becomes uncrystallizable grape-sugar, and this,

under favorable circumstances, becomes cane-sugar. Why,
then, do we find cane-sugar in the maple and not in the birch,

and why only gum as the chief ingredient of the sap of the

vine and of those trees which do not acquire the power of

active absorption until the- development of their buds ? Pos-

sibly because these transformations require time, and the

maple alone is gorged with sap during the six months inter-

vening between the fall of the leaf and the beginning of

growth in the spring. This affords ample time for chemical

changes, and seems to have some connection with the fact,

that the maples are the only indigenous trees from which

crystallizable cane-sugar can be profitably extracted.

For a similar reason, since we find the birches filled with

sap for several weeks before a bud begins to expand, we may
reasonably expect the formation of grape-sugar at least, in

them, and in the north of Europe a sweet syrup is obtained

by the evaporation of their sap. The spring sap of the vine at

the beginning of its motion about the first of May seems to con-

tain no sugar of any kind, but three weeks later it often acquires

a sweetish taste, and then we may find a trace of grape-sugar.

At this period, the beginning of vegetable growth is attended

by the rapid exhalation of the water of the crude sap and the

assimilation of its gum in the formation of cellulose, and this

is precisely the transformation which ordinarily occurs in

plants at the beginning of the vegetating season.

In regard to the circumstances which affect the flow of sap

from the sugar-maple, the following results have been arrived

at. A careful comparison of the daily weight of sap from

several trees, with the meteorological observations of the same

period, conclusively proves that while the general flow

corresponds with the season, rising to a maximum and

then declining, yet the daily and hourly flow varies with the

weather. The most unfavorable weather is that which is

either steadily and severely cold or uniformly warm and
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foggy, while the best sap-days are such as are bright and

warm at mid-day, but preceded by freezing nights. Such va-

riations of temperature as affect the flow of maple-sap are most

likely to occur when the ground is covered with snow, because

the heat of the sun during the day cannot then accumulate

to moderate the cooling influence of the night. The most

probable explanation of the effect of these alternations appears

to be that the outer tissues of the tree are partially emptied

of their contents by the contracting influence of cold, the sap

being driven into the heart-wood of the higher parts of the trunk.

Meanwhile, absorption goes on as usual underground, and

thus, when relief is afforded by the expansive influence of the

heat of the sun, the sap rushes back to the surface and flows

abundantly.

Observations by Biot, in France, on the poplar, and by

Nevins, in Ireland, on the elm, seem to show that the sap is

thus forced by freezing weather from the outer wood and

branches into the hearts of trees.

To determine whether sap would run from the heart-wood

of a sugar-tree, a piece of gas-pipe was sharpened and driven

snugly into a hole six inches deep. From this spout the flow

was regular and long continued, but not quite as abundant as

usual. This proves that the spring sap usually enters and

fills the heart-wood as well as the alburnum.

Another tree was selected, and a piece of bark five inches

long and three inches high was removed from the outer layer

of wood, and a piece of sheet-iron driven into the bark

below to catch the sap, which flowed very profusely but

stopped very early. The tree, from the heart of which the

sap was taken as above described, flowed eleven days longer

than the similar one from which only a piece of bark was re-

moved, but the latter afforded twelve pounds more of the fluid.

In the case of a tree tapped on the north and south sides

at the same level, it was found that the north spout yielded

daily about twice as much sap as the south spout, and con-

tinued to flow nearly two weeks longer. The tree was tapped

March 19th, and yielded seventy pounds of sap, containing two

and a half pounds of sugar.

In order to discover whether the sweetness of the sap was the

same in all parts of the tree, a spout was inserted into a healthy
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maple, which had never been tapped, at the usual height,

and fifty feet above this another spout was set into the trunk

whe e it was about five inches in diameter. A limb thirty-

five feet from the ground was also cut where it was one inch in

diameter. In seven hours the lower spout had bled six pounds

of sap, the limb, two ounces, and the. upper spout, not a drop.

Similar experiments on different trees showed that the sap

flowed most freely within twelve feet of the earth, and that

the flow diminished rapidly above this height.

This fiict corresponds with the curious results obtained in

observing the pressure of the sap as indicated by the mer-

curial gauge, which seem to show that the flow is caused by

the absorbent power of the roots forcing water into the tree.

The rapidity of the bleeding or weeping, as the Germans

say, is modified by the season, the temperature, and the time

which may have elapsed since a previous flow.

It appears evident, therefore, inasmuch as most trees will

not bleed at any time, and as even in the maple the sap

rarely rises more than twenty feet from the ground during

the spring flow, that the development of leaf and flower buds

is not usually affected by any mechanical pressure of the sap

forced into them from below. Their vitality is stimulated to

activity by the genial influence of the sun, and their growth

is, in its beginning, caused by the assimilation of organic sub-

stances accumulated during the preceding season of vegetation.

Experiments upon the roots of maples proved that sap

flowed from both ends of a cut root, and that it all contained

sugar.

In regard to the amount of sap yielded by the sugar-maple

and its percentage of sugar, further observations are needed.

The largest flow during any one day last spring from a healthy

shade-tree of this species, measuring six feet and five inches

in circumference, occurred March 23d, and amounted to ten

pounds and three ounces from two spouts. A similar tree,

however, bled from two orifices on the 16th of December,

1873, sixteen pounds and seven ounces of moderately sweet

sap, from which excellent sugar was made. On the 7th of

November sap was gathered from the latter tree, which was

found to contain only about one-half as much sugar as was

observed in that which flowed last March. Whether the total
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amount of sugar obtained from a tree can be much increased by

multiplying the number of spouts inserted into it, we have

not determined, though Mr. Parker D. Hubbard, of Sunder-

land, an experienced sugar-maker, has given the opinion that

it cannot. His custom is to bore two half-inch holes about

two inches in depth into ordinary trees, while four spouts and

two buckets are used in the case of very large trees.

Among the interesting facts relating to this subject in

Emerson's Report on the Trees and Shrubs of Massachusetts,

are the following : A tree in Bernardston is said to have

yielded a barrel of sap in twenty-four hours, and another in

Leverett one hundred and seventy-five gallons in one season.

The average annual product of sap from the sugar-maple is

said to be from twelve to twenty-four gallons, and the amount

of sugar from two to three pounds. Instances are given,

however, in which the yield from a single tree has exceeded

thirty pounds in one season.

Sugar may also be made from the sap of other species of

maple, which is said to be only half as rich as that of the Acer

saccharinum. The sugar from the Acer dasycarpum, or silver-

leaved maple, is very white and well flavored, and is made in

considerable quantity in some of the Western States.

Of late years much attention has been given to improved

methods of collecting and evaporating sap, so that the sugar

is greatly superior, at least in the older States, to what it was

formerly. When carefully boiled down in evaporating pans,

a white insoluble sediment or incrustation is deposited from

the syrup. This was found on analysis by Professor Goess-

mann to consist of phosphate of lime and magnesia, which

was held in solution by the sugar in the crude sap and pre-

cipitated by boiling.

The total amount of maple-sugar manufactured annually in

the United States is less than one per cent, of the sugar product

of the world, and, according to the census of 1870, amounted to

28,500,000 pounds, besides 921,000 gallons of syrup. This is

nearly one-third less than the amount returned in the census

of 1860.

There seems to be no good reason for believing that the loss

of the small amount of sugar and mineral matter removed

from a tree by tapping has any appreciable effect upon its
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growth or vigor, and the escape of the water before the ex-

pansion of the leaves must be equally innocuous. Dr. Jabez

Fisher, who has had a large experience in the cultivation of

the grape, affirms that bleeding in the spring does not exert

the slightest influence upon the vine. In order to determine

this point he selected fifty Concord vines in his vineyard, and

pruned one every day from the first of May until the young

shoots were well grown, and so demonstrated to his satisfac-

tion that it made no difference when vines were pruned, pro-

vided it be done before the development of the new growth.

The birches seem to exceed all other trees in the amount

of sap which they yields and the enormous pressure which

they exert upon the gauge. Four species, the black, the yel-

low, the paper, and the gray or white birch were tested, and

the daily flow of sap weighed. They were all tapped, March

19th, but did not bleed till the 25th, from which time they

flowed with regularly increasing amounts till they reached the

maximum of about fifteen pounds per diem from one spout

for each species. This was the last of April, soon after which

the leaves began to expand and the flow to diminish.

The hornbeam did not flow when tapped, April 21st, but on

the first of May bled about ten pounds of nearly tasteless,

turbid sap. On the 3d of May it reached its maximum of

twTeive pounds and six ounces from one orifice, and slowly

declined in amount after this date.

The wild vine afforded eight ounces of nearly tasteless, trans-

parent sap, May 26th, and this was the largest amount for any

one day. It bled through the entire month of May a few

ounces daily.

It only remains to state in a few words the surprising re-

sults obtained by the application of mercurial gauges to the

sugar-maple, the black-birch and the grape-vine. Observa-

tions were made on one or more guages several times daily,

and occasionally every hour of the day and night, from the

1st of April to the 20th of July.

A gauge was attached to a sugar-maple, March 31st, which

wras three days after the maximum flow of sap for this species,

so that further observations are required earlier in the season

to complete the record and determine with certainty the max-

imum pressure which it exhibits in the spring. Of the record

5
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made, the following facts are specially interesting : first the

mercury was subject to constant and singular oscillations,

standing usually in the morning below zero, so that there was
indicated a powerful suction into the tree, and rising rapidly

with the sun, until the outward pressure was sufficient to sus-

tain a column of water many feet in height. Thus at 7 a.m.,

April 21st, there was a suction into the tree sufficient to raise a

column of water 25.90 feet. As soon as the morning sun be-

gan to shine on the tree, the mercury suddenly began to rise,

so that at 9.15 a.m. the pressure outward was enough to sus-

tain a column of water 18.47 feet high, a change represented

by more than 44 feet of water. On the morning of April 22d

the change was still greater, requiring for its representation

47.42 feet of water. These extraordinary fluctuations were

not attended by any peculiar state of the weather, and hap-

pened twelve days before there were any indications of growth

to be detected in the buds. These observations are believed

to be quite new, and as yet inexplicable, but will receive

further attention another spring.

The maximum pressure of the sap for the season was ob-

served at 10 a.m., April 11th, and was equal to sustaining a

column of water 31.73 feet high. This was an excellent sap-

day, considering the lateness of the season. There was no-

ticed a general correspondence between the flow of sap in

other maples and the pressure on the gauge.

After April 29th the mercury remained constantly below

zero, day and night. During the month of May there was a

uniform suction equal to about eight feet of water, and the un-

accountable feature of this fact is, that though apparently pro-

duced by exhalation from the expanding leaves, it remained

the same, day and night, for several weeks. In June the suc-

tion gradually lessened, and finally disappeared, the mercury

standing steadily at zero.

On the 20th of April two gauges were attached to a large,

black birch, one at the ground, and the other thirty feet

higher. The next morning at six o'clock the lower gauge

indicated the astonishing pressure of 56.65 feet of water, and

the upper one, of 26.74 feet. The difference between the

indications of the two gauges was thus 29.92 feet, while the

actual distance between them was 30.20 feet, so that it
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corresponded almost exactly as if they were connected by a

tube. In order to learn whether the same principle would

prevail if the upper gauge was moved, it was raised twelve

feet higher. The same correspondence continued through

nearly all the observations of the season, notwithstanding the

gauges were separated by 42.20 feet of close-grained birch-

wood.

At 12.30 p.m., April 21st, a hole was bored into the tree on

the side opposite to the lower gauge, and at the same level.

Both gauges at once began to show diminished pressure, while

sap issued freely from the orifice. In fifteen minutes, one

pound of sap having escaped, it was found that both gauges

had fallen equal to 19.27 feet of water. Upon closing the

hole the gauges rose in ten minutes to their previous level,

showing that the rootlets had re-absorbed in that brief period

the sap which had escaped from the tree, notwithstanding the

enormous pressure already existing.

A stopcock having been inserted into the hole opposite the

lower gauge, it was found that the communication between it

and the two gauges was almost instantaneous, which appears

to prove that the tree was entirely filled with sap, exerting

its pressure in all directions as freely as if standing in a

cylindrical vessel more than sixty feet in height, as indicated

by the lower gauge. The sap-pressure continued to increase

until, on the 11th day of May, it represented a column of

water 84.77 feet in height, which is believed to be the high-

est pressure of vegetable sap ever before recorded.

The buds of the birch now began to expand, the pressure

of the sap to diminish, and the oscillations of the mercury to

become more decided and regular than before. The upper

gauge ceased to vary May 14th, remaining stationary at zero.

The lower one declined slowly and varied greatly, but did not

fall below zero until May 18th. On May 27th it also became

stationary at zero. The suction manifested by the birch was

very little, never exceeding nine feet of water, and continued

only for a few days.

To determine, if possible, whether any other force than the

vital action of the roots was necessary to produce the extraor-

dinary phenomena described, a gauge was attached to the

root of a black birch-tree, as follows : The tree stood in
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moist ground, at the foot of the south slope of a ravine, in

such a situation that the earth around it was shaded by the

overhanging bank from the sun. A root was then followed

from the trunk to the distance of ten feet, where it was care-

fully cut off one foot below the surface, and a piece removed

from between the cut and the tree. The end of the root

thus entirely detached from the tree, and lying in a horizontal

position at the depth of one foot, in the cold, damp earth, un-

reached by the sunshine, and for the most part unaffected by
the temperature of the atmosphere, measured about one inch

in diameter. To this was carefully adjusted a mercurial

gauge, April 26th. The pressure at once became evident,

and rose constantly with very slight fluctuations, until, at noon

on the 30th of April, it had attained the unequalled height of

85.80 feet of water. This wonderful result showed that the

absorbing power of living birch rootlets, without the aid of

any of the numerous helps imposed upon them by ingenious

philosophers, such as exhalation, capillarity, oscillation, dila-

tation, contraction, etc., etc., was quite sufficient to account

for the most essential of the curious phenomena connected

with the circulation of sap. Unfortunately, in an attempt to

increase the capacity of the gauge, the bark of the root was

injured, and this most interesting experiment terminated.

There can be little doubt that future trials, carefully con-

ducted with suitable apparatus, will achieve even more mar-

vellous results.

The original experiment of applying a mercurial gauge to

the grape-vine, first tried by Rev. Stephen Hales, of England,

one hundred and fifty years ago, was repeated, May 9th, and a

pressure of 49.52 feet of water obtained, May 24th. This is

six and a half feet higher than was observed by Hales. The

peculiar features of the pressure of the vine-sap are : its late-

ness in the season ; its apparent independence of the weather

;

its uniform and moderate rise, day and night, to its maxi-

mum ; its very gradual decline to zero without any marked

oscillations, and its constant and almost unvarying suction of

from 4.5 to 6.5 feet of water, manifested from June 20th to

July 20th, when the observations ceased.

In conclusion, we may as well admit that life is still a special

force and not to be resolved into any other sort or combination
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of attractions or repulsions, whether called electricity, or os-

mose, or any other name. There is obviously need of much

more investigation and definite knowledge concerning the

phenomena of vegetable nutrition and development, and it

may be well to remember that we are everywhere surrounded

by objects for scientific research, demanding our utmost talent,

patience and skill, but sure to give ample and profitable re-

sults to every intelligent and earnest inquirer.

Explanation of Plates.

Figure 1 shows the mode of constructing the mercurial

gauge aud attaching it to a^tree. At A is a stopcock, screwed

firmly into the sap-wood, to which the glass-tubing is con-

nected by a metallic coupling. The gauge is securely fastened

to a scale, which may be inclosed in a box. The tube on the

right may be lengthened, and mercury added should the pres-

sure necessitate it. When the mercury stands at the same

level in both sides of the inverted siphon, as at B, it is said

to be at zero. In taking observations the difference in the

number of inches of mercury in the two sides is to be noted,

and this will indicate the pressure or suction, according as it

is observed in the right or left side of the bent tube. In re-

cording, the minus sign is prefixed to indicate suction into

the tree.

Plate I. represents the variations of pressure, as indicated

by the mercurial gauges on the 21st of April, 1873, obser-

vations having been taken every hour from 12 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Every vertical line marks an hour, and every horizontal line

an. inch on the column of mercury. Zero represents the

point where there is neither pressure outward from the tree

nor suction inward.

The line A shows the record of the sugar-maple, which at

midnight exhibited a suction equal to -6 inches, and at 7 a.m.

had increased this to -22.9 inches. As soon as the sun

warmed the tree the mercury began to rise, and at 9.15 a.m.

had reached 16.3 inches. Then it declined very gradually, till

at 12 p.m. it was at -3 inches. The temperature at 7 a.m.

was 37° F. ; at 2 p.m. 50.1° F. ; and at 9 p.m. it was 39.5° F.

The line C marks the fluctuations of the mercury in the

lower gauge of the black birch, which was at the level of the
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ground, and the line B shows the pressure in the upper gauge,

which was placed 30.2 feet above the lower one. The re-

markable fall, indicated as occurring at 12.45, p.m., was caused

by boring into the tree near the ground for the purpose of

determining whether the tree was acting simply as a cylinder

of water filled by a force from beneath, as seemed evident

from the correspondence between the two gauges. The re-

duction and restoration of pressure from simply opening and

closing the orifice were so rapid and extraordinary as to lead

to the conclusion that the force operating to produce the pres-

sure was simply the absorbent power of the roots, and this

led to the application of a gauge directly to a root, with the

surprising result already described,

The drawings for the illustrations were made by Prof. S.

T. Maynard.

Fig- 1.
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REPORT

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR-BEETS.

By Prof. C. A. GOESSMANK
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REPORT.

In two previous reports* I discussed the rules which guide

the European sugar-beet cultivator in his industry ; and tried

to demonstrate by a series of experiments upon the field and

in the laboratory, that the successful introduction of the beet-

sugar manufacture depends on the ability of our farmers to pro-

duce in an economical way roots fit for that purpose.

In the following pages I present a description of some

farther field experiments carried on, partly upon the College

farm and partly in the State of New York and the Dominion

of Canada. The examinations of the roots raised in these

last-named localities were made at the personal request of the

Secretaries of the State Agricultural Society of New York

and the Department of Agriculture and Public Works of

the Province of Quebec.

. I.

After having successfully cultivated various kinds of sugar-

beets from imported seed, during the years 1870 and 1871, it

seemed desirable to study carefully the changes to which the

roots of these plants are subject when raised from seed grown

upon our own soil. To accomplish this end a few square rods of

land, taken from a previous beet-field, were planted on the 15th

of May, 1872, with sound roots of the two varieties which

had succeeded best with us, the Vilmorin and the Electoral.

The plots used for this purpose were three hundred yards

apart and the roots placed about two feet from each other.

Kainite and superphosphate from bone at the rate of 250

pounds each per acre served as a special manure. The former

contained twenty-eight per cent, of potassium sulphate and

the latter, from ten to- eleven per cent, of soluble phosphoric

See Eighth and Ninth Annual Reports of the Massachusetts Agricultural College,

of the years 1871 and 1872.
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acid. The seed, which was collected somewhat later than

usual, in the earlier part of September, averaged in the

case of the Vilmorin variety about eight-tenths of an ounce,

and in the case of the Electoral about one ounce, for each

plant. Both kinds of seed were planted during the past sea-

son ; they yielded under proper treatment roots equal to the

best thus far grown in this locality. Their juice contained in

some instances as high as 14.3 per cent of cane-sugar.

II.

The seed used in this instance was imported from a reliable

dealer in Saxony, and consisted of one package, containing

one hundred pounds. From sixty to eighty pounds of it

were applied upon the College farm, mainly for the purpose

of testing the working of the recently imported German im-

plements for the cultivation of the beet-root. Ten pounds of

it were sold to the secretary of the New York State Agricul-

tural, Society, who distributed it among some of its officers,

with the request to send him at the close of the season a few

roots of their crops and to state at the same time the circum-

stances under which they had been raised. The roots received

at the office of the secretary in Albany were immediately for-

warded to Amherst and tested by me without delay. The

results obtained are stated below in connection with that

noticed upon the College farm. I ascribe to these experi-

ments a particular importance for two reasons : first, the roots

were raised in every instance from seed taken out of the same

package ; and secondly, the cultivation of the same seed had

been carried on over a quite extensive area. The only cir-

cumstance to be regretted regarding the New York experi-

ments consists in the fact that their comparative value is

somewhat impaired by the adoption of different modes of

preparing the soil for the cultivation of the roots of the

sugar-beet. One party at Albion, N. Y., adhered to the

rules recommended in my previous reports, the remainder

followed their own ideas.

1. On the College Farm.—Four acres of a sandy loam,

which had been well manured in the spring with stable-man-

ure to raise a good crop of fodder-beets, were planted on the
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23d of May, 1872, in part with the above-mentioned seed

from Saxony. The crop looked well, considering the dry

weather during the month of June. I collected suitable

samples of the roots at the close of September and obtained

the following results. Six roots, varying from one to two

pounds in weight, furnished a juice which measured 11.75°

(degrees) of Brix's saccharometer at 50° F., and contained

7.37 per cent, of cane-sugar in solution, according to a test

by the polarization apparatus of Dubosq-Soleil.

2. On a farm at Sing Sing, Westchester Count]/, JW. Y.—
The soil upon which the roots were raised consisted of a loam,

two feet in depth, which rested upon a layer of a clayish hard-

pan, from five to six feet thick. It had served for years for

the production of grass. Tomatoes had been the preceding

crop. Five hundred pounds of a phosphatic blood-guano per

acre were applied before the beet-seed was planted. The

roots, fourteen in number, which served for my tests, had

been collected during the latter part of October, 1872. 'They

varied in weight from one to four pounds apiece. I selected

those weighing from one to two pounds each for my experi-

ments. The juice obtained from them measured 11° by

Brix's saccharometer at 39° F., and contained 7.8 per cent, of

cane-sugar. A French (Vilmorin) sugar-beet, raised upon

the same grounds, produced a juice which measured 12.8°

Brix at 58° F., and contained 9.53 per cent, of cane-sugar.

3. On afarm in the town of Washington, Dutchess County,

JV. Y.—The soil consisted here of a clayish loam, and had

been ploughed seven inches deep. A liberal amount of rot-

ten sheep-manure was placed in trenches, which were subse-

quently covered by running two furrows together, thus form-

ing ridges over the trenches. Upon these ridges was planted

the seed, May 18th, 1872. The roots were harvested on the 6th

of November. I received six of them, which weighed from

one to five pounds each ; those from one to two pounds in

weight only were tested. Their juice contained 10.97 per

cent, of cane-sugar, and measured at 50° F., 14° Brix.

4. On a farm at South Hartford, Washington County,

JV. Y.—The soil was a gravelly loam, which had been richly
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manured with stable compost, and twice ploughed previous to

the planting of the seed. The roots for my tests were col-

lected during the middle of November, 1872 ; they weighed

from one to five pounds apiece. I selected here, also, for the

sake of the comparative value of all tests, roots from one to

two pounds in weight. The juice secured measured 15° Brix

at 56° F., and contained 11.7 per cent, of cane-sugar.

5. On afarm at Greenwich > Washington County, JST.Y.—
The ground used consisted of a sandy loam, underlaid by a

fine sand. The seed had been planted upon ridges which cov-

ered trenches containing a little rotten stable-manure. The

roots were gathered at the close of November, 1872; those

sent for examination weighed from one to two and one-half

pounds each. The juice measured 12° Brix at 62° F., and

contained 9.5 per cent, of cane-sugar.

6.. On afarm at Frankfort, Herkimer County, JV. Y.—No
details regarding the mode of cultivation have been received.

The roots arrived at Amherst in a frozen condition on the 25th

of December, 1872. Their weights varied from one pound

six ounces to four pounds and one-half. The juice measured

13° Brix at 54° F., and contained 11 per cent, of cane-sugar

7. On afarm at Albion, Orleans County, JSf. Y.—The- soil

used consisted of a dark reddish brown, rich, deep, sandy

loam. Clover had been raised upon the land for two years

previous to a crop of carrots which preceded the sugar-beets.

Twenty loads of horse-manure had been applied to it during

the autumn succeeding the crop of carrots. No farther

manure was afterwards used, which made the sugar-beet the

second crop after the application of stable-manure. The seed

was planted on the 8th of May, 1872, in rows twenty inches

apart. The roots were harvested, November 13th ; six specimens

were forwarded for examination. They were of two widely

different sizes ; three weighed from ten to fourteen pounds, and

three, but from one pound and a half to two pounds each. I

resolved to test both large and small beets separately, for the

purpose of illustrating once more the great difference which

exists in the value of small and large roots for manufacturing
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purposes. The juice obtained from those above ten pounds (b)

measured 14° Brix at 62° F., and contained but 9.7 per cent,

of cane-sugar. The juice of the smaller specimens (a) meas-

ured not less than 18° Brix at 62° F., and showed by the test

with the polarization apparatus 15.1 per cent, of cane-sugar.

Their difference regarding the percentage of cane-sugar

proved thus to be 5.6 per cent, in favor of the roots from one

to two pounds in weight.

To render the results of these experiments (1-7) more

prominent, I state them in a tabular form as follows :

—

Locality of the Beet-Field.
Saccharometer

w Brix.

Percentage of

Cane- Sugar.

Percentage of for-

eign substances

in solution.

1. College Farm,
2. Sing Sing, N. Y., .

,8. Washington, N. Y.,

4. South Hartford, N. Y,,

.

5. Greenwich, N. Y.,

6. Frankfort, N.Y, .,'. .

7. Albion, N. Y.(a), .

7. Albion, N.Y. (6), .

11.75°

11.0°

14.0°

15.0°

12.0°

13.5°

18.0°

14.0°

7.37

7.80

10.97

11.70

9.50

11.00

15.10

9.70

3.38

3.20

3.03

3.30

2.50

2 50
2.90

4.30

As the manufacture of sugar from the beet-root does not

depend merely on the percentage of sugar, but in a most im-

portant degree on the conditions under which it is present, I

arrange the above-stated results, also, with reference to the

relative proportion of cane-sugar and of foreign substances

contained in the juice. The larger the percentage of the lat-

ter, the greater, as a general rule, are the expenses of their

separation, and thus of the manufacture of the cane-sugar. A
good root of the sugar-beet ought to contain in solution not

more than from eighteen to twenty parts of foreign substances

for every hundred parts of cane-sugar.
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Cane-Sugar. Foreign Matter.

College Farm,

.

Sing Sing,
Washington, .

South Hartford,

Greenwich,
Frankfort,
Albion (a),

Albion (6),

100 parts.

100 "

100 "

100 "

100 "

100 "

100 "

100 "

45.86 parts.

41.02 "

27.62 "

28.20 "

26.31 "

22.72 "

19.20 "

45.26 "

Studying these figures with reference to what has pre-

viously been said about the requirements of a beet-root fit

for an economical manufacture of beet-sugar, we find that in

one case only a satisfactory result has been obtained, namely,

in the case of the smaller-sized roots at Albion, N. Y. We ask

quite properly here, What has caused these unusual variations

regarding the saccharine quality of the roots ? The seed can-

not be the cause, for in one instance, at least, a superior

quality of sugar-beet has been raised. The mechanical con-

dition of the soil, judging from the reports received, must

have been, in the majority of cases, quite favorable for the

object in view ; whilst the various kinds of soil turned to ac-

count, in most instances, cannot well be considered directly

injurious to the growth of a good sugar-beet. There remains

scarcely any other explanation of the many failures, than that

the modes of manuring the soil have been objectionable.

This assumption is fully supported by all more recent obser-

vations regarding the influences which control the quality of

several special industrial crops, as sugar-beets, tobacco, flax,

etc. The application of highly nitrogenous fertilizers, or the

incorporation of but partly decayed organic substances, like

stable-manure, in the soil during the spring which precedes

directly the cultivation of the sugar-beet, are known to re-act

injuriously on the composition of the roots ; they increase the

amount of foreign substances in the juice, prevent a desirable

development of the sugar, besides placing the latter under

unfavorable circumstances for separation.

Season and soil may, for obvious reasons, somewhat modify

the damaging influence of these manures, yet cannot entirely

prevent them ; for our season of planting is too short and our
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climate too moderate in spring to permit a sufficiently rapid

disintegration of animal and vegetable matters like stable-

manure. The best mode of preparing the soil for experi-

ments like those here under discussion, has been adopted at

Albion ; it is the same which has been recommended in my
previous reports. The sugar-beet was there the second crop,

after a heavy manuring with stable-manure. The soil, beiug

a sandy loam, had favored a thorough decomposition of the

latter ; it contained, in consequence of the slower disintegra-

tion of the straw, etc., at the beginning of the second year,

largely the constituents of the latter, the potash in particular,

ready for assimilation. Potash plants, as a general rule, suc-

ceed better during the second year after a manuring with

stable-manure than in the first year of its application. The

sugar-beet is a potash plant. The beneficial influence of the

potash as a special fertilizer on the production of a beet-root

of superior saccharine qualities has been repeatedly estab-

lished by direct experiment.

Believing in the correctness of the conclusions just pre-

sented, I planned another series of experiments, with the

view of illustrating, if possible, the peculiar effects of various

fertilizers on the quality of the sugar-beet when raised upon

the same piece of land. The results obtained form the con-

tents of the succeeding chapter.

III.

A piece of. land upon the College farm, two hundred and

eighty-seven feet long and one hundred and fifty-seven feet

wide, running from north to south, and consisting of a brown,

sandy loam , which had been well manured with stable-manure

during the two seasons previous, was divided into six plots of

equal size. These plots ran from east to west across the main

field, and from two to three feet of space was left between

adjoining lots. Each lot was separately manured, and all the

manures were applied at the same time,—about two weeks in

advance of the planting of the seeds. The various kinds of

sugar-beets were planted in rows, which ran from north to

south, passing thus through all the plots treated with different

fertilizers.

Plot No. 1 received no fertilizer.
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Plot No. 2 received crude potassium sulphate from Stass-

furt, Germany, at the rate of three hundred pounds per acre.

The potash fertilizer contained fifty-four per cent, of potas-

sium sulphate, or twenty-nine and three-tenths per cent, of

potassium oxide.

Plot No. 3 was treated with kainite and superphosphate from

bone-meal, at the rate of three hundred pounds each per acre.

The former contained twenty-eight per cent, of potassium

sulphate (equal to fifteen and two-tenths potassium oxide),

and the latter from ten to eleven per cent, of soluble phos-

phoric acid.

Plot No. 4 was manured with a blood-sruano containing

potash, at the rate of twelve hundred pounds per acre.

Plot No. 5 received at the rate of twelve hundred pounds

of blood-guano per acre, without potash.

Plot No. 6, which represented the most northern portion of

the experimental field, was manured on the 7th of May, 1873,

with fresh horse-manure, at the rate of fourteen tons per

acre.

Four kinds of seed were planted on the 16th of May, 1873.

They consisted of the two sorts, Vilmorin and Electoral,

raised during the previous year upon the College farm (see

page 43) ; a white sugar-beet received from Freeport, Illi

nois, and Sutton's improved English sugar-beet, obtained

from Hon. T. L. Harrison, of Albany, N. Y. The early

planting secured the success of the experiment, as far as a

healthy growth was concerned.

The crop looked well from the beginning to the end of the

season. I began the examination of the roots on the 6th of

October, 1873, and carried it on for two successive weeks.

The roots selected for testing were of a corresponding size,

and their weight varied from twelve ounces to two pounds

each. As these experiments were made mainly for the pur-

pose of studying the influence of fertilizers on the develop-

ment of cane-sugar within the roots of the sugar-beet, I state

only the percentage of this substance, found in the roots raised

from the different varieties of seed with the several fertilizers.

7
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Percentage of Cane-Sugae found in jdice of

boots raised from the following seeds.

KIND OF FEKTILIZEE.

Freeport,

Illinois.

Sutton's,

English.

Electoral,

College

Farm.

Vilmorln,

College

Farm.

Fresh horse-manure,
Blood-guano without potash, .

Blood-guano with potash,

Kainite and superphopshate, .

Sulphate of potassa,

No manure : second year after stable-

manure,

11.96

10.99

12.55

13.15

14.52

13.49

9.71

9.17

10.01

10.91

12.42

9.42

10.10

13.24

12.16

14.32

12.78

7.80

10.20

10.50

10.50

12.78

12.19

These results have been in some instances repeatedly con-

firmed. They scarcely need, after what has been said pre-

viously, any farther interpretation. The influence of fresh

stable-manure in the first year is too striking to be passed

over without recognizing its decidedly injurious character.

Even a light, sandy loam cannot entirely destroy its peculiar

re-action on the composition of the roots. These experiments

apparently confirm my assumption regarding the many fail-

ures noticed in the trials of the previous year (see chapter

II. of this paper)

.

IV.

The Secretary of the Department of Agriculture and Public

Works, at Montreal, Canada, has for several years past di-

rected his special attention to the cultivation of the sugar-beet

throughout the Province of Quebec. Seeds have been dis-

tributed of late, at his suggestion, by the Government of

Canada, and the results thus far obtained are considered in

official circles highly encouraging. I have tested during the

past two years, at the request of the authorities at Montreal,

various specimens of xoots raised in that locality. As the

results obtained refer to sugar-beets raised in a more northern

region than thus far reported on, I take the liberty to enter

them here on record, on account of the general interest they

may claim.

The first lot of beet-roots sent on from Montreal, arrived,

November 11th, 1872. They consisted of three samples of

roots, varying in weight from one pound and a half to six pounds
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and a half apiece. Two kinds proved to belong to the qual-

ity of fodder-beets ; they contained from four and three-tenths

to five and eight-tenths per cent, of cane-sugar. The third

sample consisted of three roots, which resembled in form a

large Electoral ; they weighed from four pounds to six pounds

and a half apiece. The juice of these roots measured 13°

Brix at 54° F., and contained 9.70 per cent, of cane-sugar.

Considering the unusual size of the roots, the result was en-

couraging. The second lot of sugar-beets arrived, October

24th, 1873,—consisting of four samples from four different

localities. They were tested without delay, and gave the fol-

lowing results.

1. Echaullon de Montreal. Two roots, one foot long and

two and a half inches thick, weighed, respectively, two

pounds and one ounce and two pounds and eight ounces.

They produced a juice which measured 15.4° Brix at 64° F.,

and contained 11.38 per cent, of cane-sugar.

2. Riviere du Loup. Three well-shaped, compact roots

weighed from two pounds to three pounds and four ounces

each. Their juice measured 14.5° Brix at 63° F., and con-

tained 10.20 per cent, of cane-sugar.

3. Chambly. Three roots, compact, abruptly terminating

and then branching out, weighed from two pounds to two

pounds eight ounces apiece. The juice obtained from them

measured 13.2° Brix at 63° F., and contained 9.02 per cent,

of cane-sugar.

4. Maskinonge. Three roots, well shaped and healthy,

weighed from two to three pounds. The juice obtained from

them measured at 63° F., 13.4° Brix, and contained 8.83 per

cent, of cane-sugar.

In comparing the results obtained in Canada with those

noticed in the State of New York, we find but little difference

as far as the majority of cases is concerned. A stricter com-

pliance with well indorsed rules of cultivation will, no doubt,

produce a higher and thus a satisfactory quality of sugar-

beets in both localities. The fact that they may be planted

during the middle of May and still reach a condition of ripe-

ness at the close of September, favors their cultivation in the

more northern sections of this continent.

As the experiments described in the previous pages termi-
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nate a scries of inquiries carried on upon the College farm for

the purpose of illustrating by practical operations the proper

mode of cultivating a good sugar-beet, and of studying at the

same time the extent of our resources for the beet-sugar man-

ufacture, it seems but proper, before closing my discussion of

these questions, to state in a few words the value which I

ascribe to field experiments, similar to those just finished.

The very nature of the influences which govern the growth of

plants and contribute thus to the financial success of any agri-

cultural industry, renders it quite obvious that the results

even of the most carefully conducted field experiments are, in a

certain sense, frequently of a mere local value. Rules of culti-

vation, derived from experiments carried on upon a limited

area, ought to serve for this reason only as a base for cor-

responding trials in other localities. Their claim for a more

general consideration increases in the same degree as they are

found to be applicable with success over a larger area. The

system of cultivating a sugar-beet fit for the economical man-

ufacture of sugar, which has been recommended in my pre-

vious reports, is indorsed by many leading agriculturists in

Europe, and has been fully confirmed by series of experiments

upon the College farm and elsewhere within the northern

portion of this continent. It is on these grounds that I desire

a careful study of my communications regarding the best

mode of raising a valuable sugar-beet for the manufacture of

beet-sugar. The successful solution of this problem is worthy

the attention of all friends of a closer union between the

agricultural and manufacturing interests of the country.



REPORT OF JOHN C. DILLON,

Faum Superintendent.
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REPORT.

President W. S. Clark.

Sir :—I have the honor to submit my annual report of farm

operations for the year 1873.

During the months of January, February and March, the

men and teams were occupied in felling, trimming and getting

to the mill chestnut and pine timber for making trellis-posts

for the vineyard, post and board fences, and for repairs. .

Oats and Grass-Seed.

The land which was planted with field and fodder corn,

sugar-beets and ruta-bagas last year, was ploughed, harrowed

and sown with oats and grass-seed, between the 21st of April

and the 10th of May. Four acres of this, being of a very dry,

gravelly character, suffered severely from the drought. Of
the remainder, five acres yielded a fair crop of fodder, which

was secured in perfect condition ; and three acres, where beets

were raised last year, yielded ninety-six bushels of very hand-

some oats. All the oat-crops were materially diminished by

the severe and protracted drought.

Potatoes.

The potatoes were raised on land from which a crop of rye

was taken last year. A dressing of stable-manure, six cords

to the acre, was spread and ploughed in five inches deep, the

piece was marked out with the beet-planter into rows three

feet apart, furrowed, planted the 13th of May,, with halves of

potatoes 18 inches apart, covered with Thomas' smoothing-har-

row, and the whole of the after-cultivation performed by the

smoothing-harrow and double mould-board plough, as de-

scribed in previous reports. The season was unfavorable to

a large yield, and the crop was somewhat injured by the wire
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worms. Still, the yield was a very satisfactory one, amount-

ing to three hundred and twenty-five bushels of marketable

potatoes, eighty-seven bushels of planting size, and thirty

bushels of small ones. The kinds planted for the main crop

were Early Rose, Peerless and Brigham Seedlings. A few

of the Orono, King of the Earlies, Campbell's Late Rose and

Brezee's Prolific were planted for experiment, and gave

interesting and satisfactory results ; which, however, cannot

be fairly stated without lentghy and tedious explanation.

Besides the main crop, one hundred and twenty-five bushels

of potatoes were raised on headlands, and on about half an

acre reclaimed from the ravine. The quality of all the po-

tatoes was excellent.

Sugar-Beets, Millet and Sweet-Corn.

None of the land planted with corn last year being suitable

for beet-culture, we carted and spread manure last fall on an

acre and a half of land, from which potatoes had been

harvested, at the rate of ten cords to the acre, and ploughed

it in six inches. In the spring, ploughed again eight inches

deep, and on the 14th of May harrowed with Nishwitz, and

afterwards crossed with Thomas' harrow ; and planted beets,

using twelve pounds of seed to the acre. Owing probably to

the excessive drought, the seed germinated very unevenly,

and it soon became evident that it would be impossible to

obtain a fair crop. We therefore ploughed them in, June

12th, and the next day sowed the land with millet. This

produced nearly four tons of dried fodder ; and being cut

early, and secured in fine condition, it is about equal to the

best hay.

An acre of land, where beets were raised last year and

corn the preceding year, was prepared under Dr. Goessmann's

direction for his experiments in beet-culture, which I presume

will be detailed in his report. As Dr. Goessmann only used

about a fourth of this acre, the remainder was planted by the

beet-planter with sweet-corn, cultivated almost entirely by the

beet-machinery, and yielded one hundred and ten bushels of

ears, and two tons of fodder. I regard this as a very valua-

ble crop ;
poultry prefer the grain to any other feed ; our

cattle like the stover much better than that of ordinary field-
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corn, and, from the fact that there is a demand fer the seed

at two dollars per bushel, I infer they are not singular in

their preference.

Corn.

The corn was planted on land from a part of which a crop

of potatoes, and from the rest a crop of rye, both without

manure, were taken last year. Eight cords of stable-manure,

mixed with compost from the vaults, were applied per acre,

and ploughed in five inches deep, from the 5th to the 13th of

May. The corn was planted in rows eighteen inches apart,

with the German planter, from the 15th to the 20th of May,

except about one acre reserved for Prof. Stockbridge's ex-

periments, and planted under his direction, in hills, on the

22d of May.

Owing to the excessive drought, about an acre and a half

failed to come up satisfactorily, and we ploughed it in, and

planted an acre with sweet-corn for fodder, and half an acre

with Swedish turnips, both of which yielded very large

crops.

The remainder of the corn, five acres and a quarter, was

carefully cultivated, mostly by horse-power, and made an ex-

cellent growth, yielding in the whole seven hundred and fifty

bushels of sound ears, and six barrels of pig corn.

Hay.

The grass-crop was fully one-third below the average,

owing to the early and continued drought ; the quality, how-

ever, was excellent, and it was secured easily, cheaply and in

the finest possible condition. At the time of harvesting the

oats and millet, it was feared that the seeding with grass had

in many places entirely failed ; I am glad to report that since

the fall rains, the prospect of a grass-crop, on newly seeded

lands, has greatly improved.

Small Fruits.

The strawberries promised well in the early part of the

season, but were so parched that they only yielded a few

boxes. The raspberries and currants bore abundantly,

though the size of the berries was much diminished by the

dry weather.
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The blackberries (Kittatinny) were winter-killed nearly to

the ground ; and considering their tenderness, and the great

difficulty in keeping them in bounds, owing to their rank

growth and tendency to sucker, I am not encouraged to

advise their extended culture.

Garden Vegetables and Swedes.

Manure, at the rate of ten cords to the acre, was spread on

the vegetable-garden and ploughed in, and a great variety of

garden vegetables was planted and cultivated by the students,

under the direction of Prof. Stockbridge. Most of these crops

were prosperous and productive ; but 137 rods of onions, at

the south end, failed to come up satisfactorily, and I was

instructed to plough them in, and plant some other crop.

I accordingly ploughed the land eight inches deep, har-

rowed, marked with the beet-planter in rows 18 inches apart,

planted, the 13th of June with Swedish turnips (chiefly Car-

ter's improved purple-top) , using two pounds of seed to the

acre, and harvested, November 6th to 11th, thirty-two tons

six hundred and seventy-eight pounds, or at the rate of a

trifle more than thirty-eight tons to the acre.

Reclaiming and Improving Land.

Soon after haying, we ploughed about twelve acres of land

lying east of the brook and intersected by the county road,

and have since sown it with rye. This land is rough, cold,

springy, Weedy and barren, and has never yielded crops

worth harvesting. At the same time, I know of no land that

will better repay the cost of improvement, and it is proposed

to drain, grade and cultivate it, as and when means and

opportunity permit.

About four acres of stony and uneven land, near the

nursery, have been heretofore used as a sheep-pasture. It

was unsuited to this use for two reasons : first, because there

is no water in it ; and secondly, because it is so secluded, that

a small flock might be destroyed by dogs, without any one-

seeing the slaughter. It was therefore determined to bring

it into condition for mowing, and with this view it has been

ploughed and summer-fallowed, a hundred and two loads of
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stone picked off, and the land sown with rye. After harvest-

ing the lye, and another crop of stones, it is proposed to top-

dress, and seed down with grass-seed.

Daring fine weather in the summer, the cows are kept in

the yard nights, and, in the winter, are turned out into the

yard to drink, and remain out a longer or shorter time, ac-

cording to the weather. This yard is well supplied with

loam, sand and muck, and is also the receptacle for refuse

matter generally. It is ploughed frequently in summer, and

furnishes, yearly, a large amount of excellent top-dressing.

This fall, we carted out four hundred and fifty loads, which we
spread on twenty-two acres ; and we have carted into the yard,

two hundred loads of materials, for next year's supply. The

vaults have also been kept wT
ell supplied with absorbents, and

have added materially to the manurial resources of the farm.

The Horticultural Department.

The nursery, the young orchards and the vineyard have

also been supplied with manure, and kept thoroughly culti-

vated, but do not, at present, yield any considerable pecu-

niary return.

List of Crops cultivated on the College Farm during the year 1873.

Crops. Area.* Yield.

Oats (N. E. lot), 5.0.47 7J tons stover.

" (nearProf. Stockbridge's,) 3.0.00 n - -

" (north of barn), 1.0.00 i
" "

" (near boarding-house), . 3.0.00 96 bushels oats, 2 tons straw.

Potatoes (main crop)

,

2.0.23 442 bushels.

" (reclaimed land, &c), 3.00 110 bushels.

Field-corn, . 5.0.36 750 bushels sound, 6 barrels pig.

Sugar-beets, . . . 1.00 several loads.

Sweet-corn, . 3.00 110 bu. ears, about 2 tons fodder.

Turnips, . . . . . 1.3.00 52 tons.

Millet, 1.1.03 3f tons.

Fodder-corn (near barn), 1.0.00 valuable soiling.

(N. W. lot), 30.34 3| tons dried fodder.

Small fruits, .... 1.1.08 270 boxes.

Nursery, 1.3.00

Vegetable-garden, . 1.3.11 a variety of vegetables.

Young orchard, 3.0.00

Vineyard, . 2.0.00

Carriedforward, : 36.2.02

The area is given in acres, roods and rods.
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Crops. Area. Yield

Broughtforward, . . 36.2.02

Arboretum, . 3.0.00

Ploughed and sown with rye,

area in tillage,

. 16.0.00

Total . 55.2.02
" ". mowing, 121.1.07 135 tons hay,
ti " pastures, 126.1.07
u " woods & roads, 80.1.21

383.2.00
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Extra Work.

Whenever they could be spared from the regular farm-

work, the teams have been employed in filling up the old

lane or gully between the brook and the plant-house, in

making causeways to the new bridge across the brook, in

grading for and making new roads from the College to the

botanical museum and thence to the President's house, in

making, altering and repairing bridges and culverts, in clear-

ing up old hedge-banks, in getting to mill and delivering

39,000 feet of timber, in aiding the students in setting out

trees, in hauling baggage, coal, chemicals, cannon, stone,

sand, bricks, mortar and loam, in obtaining and afterwards-

disposing of subjects for veterinary study and practice, in

constructing walks, grading and preparing the site of the

Massachusetts garden, in ploughing and sub- soiling two acres

for the proposed pinetum, and in other work ordered by the

proper authorities, and necessary and expedient to the wel-

fare, progress and prosperity of the several departments of

the College.

Buildings.

The barn and sheds at the south end of the estate are

ample and convenient for the uses for which they are de-

signed.

After drawing out the manure in spring, we cover the cellar

bottom with loam, and increase the depth of this covering, from

time to time, during the summer and fall. We also provide

a supply of sand for bedding the stock in winter. This has

hitherto been stored in one of the sheds ; but, inasmuch as

the wheeling it to the barn, in stormy and icy weather, is

difficult and inconvenient, it is proposed to convert the
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calf-pen, at the east end of the barn, wholly or in part, into a

storage-room for absorbents, which can be readily dumped
into it, through a scuttle in the barn floor.

We have torn down the dilapidated old wagon-sheds at the

north barns, and moved a comparatively new shed, formerly

used as a laundry, into their place. This, with a little fixing,

furnishes a convenient shelter for the wagons, a handy tool-

room, and adds very much to the utility and appearance of

the premises.

Stock.

The stock has been generally thrifty, prosperous and pro-

ductive, and its reputation has been enhanced by numerous

premiums at the New England and other shows, amounting

to two hundred and two dollars in money, besides medals and

diplomas.

Shorthorns.

The Shorthorns comprise one bull and thirteen females.

The bull "Belvidere" (11,364), is an excellent representative

of this aristocratic race. His pedigree is annexed. "Bel-

videre" (11,364), bred by Charles Parsons, Jr., Conway,

Massachusetts ; owned by Massachusetts Agricultural College,

Amherst, Massachusetts. "Roan," calved September 20th,

1870; got by " Falconwood " (6,732), out of "Lady Prin-

cess," of Conway, by "Sheridan" (6,179). "Fairy Bell,"

by "Highflyer" (578). "Tube Rose 7th," by "Tornado"

(1,041). Imp. "Tube Rose 3d," by imp. "3d Duke

of Cambridge," (5,941) .
" Tube Rose 2d," by " Earl of An-

trim " (10,174). "Tube Rose," by " South Durham" (5,281).

"Rose Ann," by " Bellerophon " (3,119). "Rosette," by

"Belvidere" (1,706). "Red Rose," by "Waterloo" (2,816).

"Moss Rose," by "Baron" (58). "Angelina," by "Phe-

nomenon" (491). "Anne Boleyn," by "Favorite " (252).

"Princess," by "Favorite" (252). "Bright Eyes," by

"Favorite" (252). "Bright Eyes," by "Hubback" (319).

"Bright Eyes," by Snowdon's bull (612). "Beauty," by

Masterman's bull (422). "Duchess of Athol," by Harrison's

bull (292). "Tripes," by the Studley bull (62Q). Bred

by Mr. Stephenson, Ketton (1,739).

"Falconwood" (6,732), got by "2d Earl of Carlisle"
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(2,804), out of "Lady Sale 5th," by "Red Knight (890),

&c. (Pure Princess.)

"Sheridan" (6,179), got by "6th Duke of Thorndale

"

(4,752), out of "Bertha," by "Duke of Thorndale" (2,787).

"Gloster's Bloom," by imp. "Duke of Gloster " (2,763),

(11,382), &c, &c.

"Highflyer" (578), got by "Duke of Gloster" (11,382),

dam, imp. "Diana Gwynne," by "Duke of Lancaster"

(10,929), &c, &c.

This pedigree shows an admirable mixture of the Duchess

and Princess blood, without* any outcross, except that of

" Bloom," by " Sir Leonard " (10,827) , through " Sheridan,"

(6,179).

That this is no ignoble alliance, may be gathered from the

fact that "Brenda" and "Berlinda," one a year and the other

two years old, nieces of " Sheridan," were sold at Mr. Camp-
bell's sale, for $2,300 and $2,500; whilst, at the sarnj sale,

" Belvidere's " cousins, the Princesses and Duchesses, com-

manded from $1,000 to $30,600.

In individual merit, " Belvidere " is worthy of his illustrious

ancestry. He is a rich light roan, of perfect symmetry,

admirable quality, and remarkable vigor, united with great

docility and kindness of temper ; and, as he is descended

from a loug line of eminent milkers, his services as a stock

animal are almost invaluable.

He has taken several first premiums, including first as a

yearling at the New England show in 1872, and first at the

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden, in 1873 ; and, though

three out of the five judges at Medford, this year, concurred

in placing him second in the two-year-old class, the other two

have published in the "Country Gentleman," their conviction

that he was "head and shoulders the best bull on the

ground."

The cows are mainly handsome, thrifty animals, tracing

their lineage through the famous herds of Augustus Whit-

man, Paoli Lathrop, S. W. Buffum, George Vail and Samuel

Thorne, in America, and Wetherell of Kirkby Mallory,

Whitaker of Greenholme, and Bates of Kirkleavington in

England, to the even more celebrated animals, bred and

owned by the brothers Colling, and their contemporaries
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and predecessors, as far back as the middle of the 18th

century.

Being all deep, rich milkers, they fully sustain our cherished

conviction, that cows give milk as horses trot, in all shapes;

and that under favorable conditions, it is not only possible,

but reasonable and desirable, to unite an eminent capacity for

the profitable production of milk and butter, with the most

admirable symmetry and an unsurpassed tendency to take on

flesh when dry.

While we admire the concentrated power which enables the

high-bred Shorthorn of the present day to perpetuate, and

also to stamp upon other races of cattle, his distinguishing

excellence, we cannot shut our eyes to the evils which have

resulted from the practice of indiscriminate in-and-in breeding,

and still more from the temptation, which the system offers to

unprincipled persons, to raise and sell animals radically defect-

ive in quality or constitution, and thus to fix and intensify

faults instead of desirable properties.

Believing that no pedigree, either in man or beast, can

atone for the want of individual merit ; and also, that what-

ever is not good enough to keep, is not good enough to sell

for breeding purposes, the managers of the College farm

have yearly slaughtered several thoroughbred animals, and

this course should be persevered in until every breeding

animal on the farm is eminent both for the possession of and

the power to transmit a high degree of excellence, untarnished

by patent or latent unsoundness or defect.

Ayrshires.

The Ayrshires comprise one bull and thirteen females.

The bull, "Lord Ronald," is a very perfect animal, and has

received first premium at several shows, including the New
England at Lowell, 1872, where his sire, "Colfax" (127),

was also awarded 1st premium in the aged class, and sweep-

stakes medal, as the best Ayrshire bull of any age.

As the fountain from which many of the College Ayrshires

derive their descent, and also as a remarkable example of

vigor, fertility and usefulness, "Old Beauty" deserves more

than a passing notice. She was calved in Scotland, in the

spring of 1854, and has therefore, nearly completed her
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twentieth year. She was imported in 1855, by Mr. W.
Watson, of Westchester, New York, and sold by him to Luke
Sweetser, Esq., of Amherst, who kept her till 1870, and then

sold her to Mr. Watson, of this town, of whom we purchased

her in 1871. She has repeatedly given 45 lbs. of milk a day ;

and, on pasture alone, has given her live weight of milk in

20 days, an average of 42 lbs. daily. On the 1st of January,

1872, she dropped the heifer-calf " Beauty 11th," and, the 5th

of February following, she gave 38 lbs. of milk, yielding 12

per cent, of cream. The 10th of April, 1873, she dropped a

bull-calf, by "Colfax" (127), and is now with calf by "Lord

Ronald," and giving eight quarts of milk a clay. Her great,

great, great, grand-daughter, "Beauty 12th," a very promis-

ing animal, has the following pedigree :

—

"Beauty 12th," bred and owned by Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College, Amherst, Massachusetts, red and white ; calved

14th of January, 1873
; got by "Colfax" (127).

Dam "Beauty" (870), got by "Comet" (130). Dam
"Rosa" (1,780), gotby"Zero" (401). Dam" Susa " (781),

got by "Archie" (85). Dam "Bell" (251), got by "Os-

wald" (51). Dam "Beauty 8th," calved in 1854, im-

ported in 1855, still breeding regularly, and giving now,

January 1st, 1874, eight months after calving, eight quarts

of milk daily.

Ten bulls and thirty-three cows of " Old Beauty's " descend-

ants were recorded in the " Ayrshire Herd-book," up to July,

1871 ; many thoroughbreds, besides an innumerable host of

grades, have never been recorded, and many scores have been

bred since the last volume was issued ; her extraordinary

strength of constitution and -fixity of type are evidenced by

the singular fidelity with which her form, color and milking

properties are reproduced in her descendants ; and her in-

fluence on the milking-stock of the country must have been

very great. Her descendants in the College herd trace their

pedigree, through bulls of repute, from the celebrated herds

of Messrs. Peters, Stone, Pond, Birnie, Lyman and Hunger-

ford & Brodie, and possess in a high degree the beauty, con-

stitution and milking qualities, for which these families of

Ayrshires are eminent.
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Besides the "Beauty" family, the College have other

animals, from the importations of Messrs. William Watson

and A. B. Conger, of New York, and James Logan, of Mon-
treal; all with perfect pedigree, and fine quality.

The bull "Colfax" (127) was universally recognized as a

model animal of the breed; and, with the approbation of the

executive committee, he was carefully slaughtered, May 6th,

1873, and his hide and skeleton preserved for the College

museum. His live weight was 1,655 lbs., and he was esti-

mated to be worth for beef eighty dollars. His flesh and tal-

low realized sixty-six dollars, so that his hide and skeleton

cost fourteen dollars ; not an exorbitant price for such valu-

able specimens.

Jerseys.

The Jerseys consist of one bull and three females. The

bull "Grand Duke" (408) is a very beautiful animal, bred

and presented to the College by O. B. Hadwen, Esq., of

Worcester, Massachusetts. He is by "Wellington" (279),

out of imported "Buttercup" (239). "Wellington's"

pedigree is thus recorded in the "American Jersey Herd-

book," volume III., page 13.

"Wellington" (279), fawn and white; dropped May 1st,

1869; owned by O. B. Hadwen, Worcester, Massachusetts;

bred by George Frost, West Newton, Massachusetts. Sire

"Master William" (152), imported by George Frost in 1868,

and sold to Alvin Adams for $600. Dam "Jersey Qneen"

(395), imported by George Frost, West Newton, Massachu-

setts, in March, 1868, and sold to C. S. Sharpless of Phila-

delphia, for $650.

The heifers, one, two and three years old, are all the prod-

uce of the cow "Rose" (1,212), by bulls from the herds of

Charles G. Loring, E. G. Bowditch and James Thompson,

and for their age are very promising.

Brittanies.

These consist of a bull, "Merlin," bred on the College farm,

and a cow, " Pauline," bred by Mr. Flint, »nd presented by Mr.

Knowlton, of Upton, and are excellent specimens of this beau-

tiful little breed. On account of their diminutiveness, they

are not likely to become popular among the farmers of the
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Connecticut Valley ; but, as dairy-cows for short pastures, or

as family cows for suburban residents, they have peculiar

qualifications.

The Dutch or Holsteins

are represented by a bull, "Fourth Highland Chief" (14),

bred and presented by Wiuthrop W. Chenery, Esq., of Bel-

mont, Massachusetts; and a heifer calf, "Midwould 19th,"

also bred by Mr. Chenery, and purchased for the College last

summer.

The properties claimed for these cattle are large size,

admirable symmetry, an extraordinary capacity for milk, and

a proportionate aptitude to fatten kindly when dry. As far

as I have had opportunities of judging, these claims are well

sustained.

"Fourth Highland Chief" is now two years and seven

months old, and weighs 1,875 lbs., in fair working order.

During the past year, he has been iii the yoke nearly every

day, and has shown unusual strength, quickness and. docility.

His calves from grade cows are eagerly sought after for veal,

for steers and for raising for cows.

The heifer " Midwould 19th," dropped March 14th, 1873,

is a very promising animal. She has had good food and care,

but no forcing, and weighed, December 1st, 580 lbs.

The Devons and Swiss.

In my report of last year I referred to the case of " Gem
3d" (502), a valuable Devon cow, who was slaughtered after

a lingering illness ; and whose viscera were found to be loaded

with tuberculous deposit. Her daughter "Enid" (934J-),

and her son "Arthur," have since given evidence of being

affected, and have therefore been slaughtered, and portions of

their organs showing the insidious character of the disease,

have been preserved for the use of the professor and students

of veterinary science.

This reduced the Devons to three, viz. : the seven-year-old

bull "General Lyon" (232), and the cow "Pixie" (1,199),

and her heifer calf "Peri." These were in no way related to

"Gem," were perfectly healthy, and excellent specimens of

the breed ; but, by a vote of the executive committee, I was
9
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directed to dispose of the remaining Devons and the Swiss,

and I accordingly sold the Devon cow and calf to Mr. E.

O'Roiirke of New Brighton, Pennsylvania, and had the Swiss

and Devon bulls slaughtered.

The keeping of many breeds of animals adds materially to

the expenses of the farm, as well as to the anxiety and care

of the superintendent ; at the same time, the opportunity of

comparing and contrasting the merits and defects of the vari-

ous breeds was so evidently esteemed, both by students and

visitors, that it seems undesirable to dispense with a breed of

fixed character and recognized value, except as a measure of

necessary economy.

Swine.

The College has now thirty-three swine, comprising repre-

sentatives of three different breeds.

The Chester Whites

were obtained of the late Dr. Calvin Cutter, of Warren, a

breeder of acknowledged skill and character, and for change

of blood recourse has been had to the pens of Charles

Parsons, of Conway, Mass., and Nicholas Guilbert, of Gwyn-
edd, Penn.

The Chester Whites possess good forms, contented disposi-

tions, hearty appetites, vigorous digestions, robust constitu-

tions, extraordinary prolificacy and the temper and ability to

bring up the largest litters handsomely.

They will fatten as early as any other breed, or, if kept to

maturity, they will attain to a very large size, and we can

scarcely conceive of any more profitable or generally satisfac-

tory breed for the farmers of this section.

The boar Marmion, referred to in my last report, was

slaughtered March 11th, 1873, being then two years and eleven

months old. He weighed alive 1,020 pounds, and yielded 500

pounds of lard and 180 pounds of lean meat. He was per-

fectly active and healthy, and, a few days before he was

killed, walked cheerfully some fifty rods to be photographed

by Mr. Lovell. An excellent portrait was obtained, which,

together with his hide and skeleton, will furnish an interest-

ing and valuable addition to the College museum of veterinary

science.
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The BerTcshires

are from the pens of Messrs. Hartshorn & Sons, of Boston,

Tyler, of West Haven, and Chase, of Florence, and are excel-

lent specimens of this very valuable breed. They do not

grow to the size of the Chester Whites, but are somewhat firmer

in bone, and, having been cultivated as a separate breed for a

longer period, their distinctive properties are more marked

and fixed. Their hair is fine and their ground-color black.

The fashionable markings are four white feet, white throats,

white tip of tail and white stripe in the face. It is claimed,

and we think with justice, that the Berkshires give a greater

proportion of lean to fat than any other breed.

The Essex

are from the pens of Mr. Fairlee, of New Jersey, and Mr.

Chase, of Florence. They are black, almost destitute of hair,

very fine boned, quick to mature, and furnish an excellent

quality of meat, with a very small proportion of offal.

Sheep.

In my last report, I referred to our need of a flock of

sheep, and my hesitation to purchase suitable animals on

account of the danger to which they would be subject from

dogs, and I regret to say that this risk has in no way been

lessened.

Nevertheless, the necessity of a flock to illustrate this

important branch of farm economy was so apparent, and the

lack of it so evidently a surprise and disappointment to the

farmers who visited the College that, with the approbation of

the President, I have purchased five fine Cotswold ewes from

the imported flocks of Messrs. D. F. Appleton, of Ipswich,

Mass., and R. W. Cameron, of Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y.,

and the latter gentleman has presented to the College a Cots-

wold buck of extraordinary size and quality.

Poultry.

The poultry-houses are well supplied with first-rate speci-

mens of Games, the nearest thoroughbred representatives of

the original fowl. The Houdans and Gold-spangled Polands
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represent the crested, non-sitting breeds ; and the White and

Partridge Cochins, the large Asiatics.

The Games.

For elegance of form, beauty of plumage, hardihood, cour-

age and gallantry the Game-cock is unrivalled. The hen is a

good layer, a good but not inveterate sitter, and a brave, careful

and industrious mother. In this latter capacity she is often

employed by the breeders of larg3 fowls for exhibition. As
table-poultry the Games are in'erior to none, either as regards

the flavor of their flesh or the proportion of meat to the bone.

The Black-breasted Red and Duckwing Gray are the most gor-

geous in color, and have the most clearly defined markings
>

and they are unsurpassed for elegance and courage.

The Houdans and Golden Polands.

These are very beautiful varieties of fowl. They seldom

manifest a disposition to sit till they are three years old, but

devote their energies to the produclion of eggs with a perse-

verance which has earned for them the title of everlasting

layers. The Houdans are crested and bearded, color black,

splashed or mottled with white. The Gold-spangled Polands

have large crests but no beards ; their eolor is a rich yellow

ground, each feather ending with a large black half-moon or

spangle.

The Cochins.

These are fine large fowls, often attaining the weight of

twenty to twenty-five pounds the pair. In our experience,

the production of eggs in winter depends less on the breed

selected than on the conditions under which fowls are kept.

Still, the fact that the ancestors of the so-ca'led Asiatics were

accustomed, at no distant day, to enjoy their midsummer in

December is not without its weight in seconding the eflbrts of

the poultry-keeper, and certainly the Brahmas and Cochins

have an enviable reputation as winter layers. Their other

valuable properties are rapid growth, large size, peaceable

dispositions, hardiness, the ability to bear confinement and

excellence as sitters and mothers.
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Pigeons.

In the pigeon-loft are fine specimens often distinct breeds,

besides as many sub-varieties. The beautiful Fantails, with

swan-like carriage ; the Pouters, whose peculiarity consists

mainly in the size to which they can inflate their crops

;

the Carriers, with their flat heads and long, strong beaks, and

the Tumblers, with head and beak aptly likened to an oat stuck

in a cherry ; the Jacobins, with colored body and cowl and

white head and tail, and the Nuns with white bodies and

hoods and colored heads and tails; the Turbets, with white

breasts, and the Archangels with copper-colored ones ; the

trumpeters, with their singular musical coo, resembling the

pouring of water from a bottle, and the beautiful starling

Quakers, with their spangled breasts and white wing-bars

instead of black, as in the Columba livia and most of its

varieties. Their striking modifications of form, color, arrange-

ment of feathers, action and voice admirably illustrate the

plasticity of species, on which Darwin bases his ingenious

hypothesis ; though a more careful study shows the far higher

wisdom of the lamented Agassiz, confirms our belief in an om-

niscient and omnipresent Creator, and saves us the humiliating

necessity of confessing our descent from the monad via the ape.

The fowls and pigeons have been healthy and, considering

the unavoidable lack of privacy to which they have been sub-

ject, productive and profitable. They have been entered at

several exhibitions, including the Massachusetts and the New
England Agricultural, and have received their full share of

first and other premiums. They have also been objects of

much interest to students and visitors, and besides serving to

illustrate and corroborate settled doctrines with regard to

animal physiology they have suggested ideas which, if con-

firmed by further experience, will be of great practical value

to the farmer and stock-breeder.

Additional accommodations for keeping, breeding and

experimenting have been supplied, so that the inconveniences

alluded to are in a great measure remedied, and it is hoped

that next year the poultry will make a still more ample return

in money and instruction for the capital, labor and thought

expended on them.
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The Bronze Turkeys

have bred and thriven satisfactorily, and, besides adding to

the attractions of the farm, have made a good return for their

feed and care.

The Rouen Ducks

have been prolific in eggs, but, for want of suitable accommo-

dations, have failed to raise their young. "With better pro-

visions we hope for greater success next year.

The Teams

consist of six excellent farm-horses and five bulls. The

practice of using the bulls in the place of oxen has continued

to work satisfactorily, and it is now proposed to try the

experiment of using them single in the farm-wagon and tip-

cart.

Horse-Breeding .

In my last report, I alluded to the expediency of the Col-

lege owning a good stallion. After consultation with the

president and such of the trustees as were specially interested

in horse-raising, I made arrangements with Mr. Chenery, of

Belmont, for the loan, with the option of purchase, of a

Thoroughbred stallion colt of good size, fine figure, perfect

temper and admirable trotting action, all of which properties

he inherited from a long line of illustrious ancestry. Unfor-

tunately his price was considered higher than, under present

circumstances, the College could afford to pay, and he was

returned to Mr. Chenery. None the less do I hear the ques-

tion from visitors, "Where's your stock-horse?"

Students.

Keeping constantly in mind that one of the chief uses of the

farm is to interest and instruct the students in the science and

practice of agriculture, I have diligently striven to enlist the

sympathy and, as far as practicable, the assistance of these

gentlemen in the various operations of the farm. I have been

exceedingly gratified and encouraged to believe that my efforts

have been appreciated. W7
hile the barn has been a favorite

resort for the students in their leisure hours there have been

no instances of malicious or wanton injury to property y but,
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on the contrary, many proofs of a manly and generous inter-

est in the welfare of the stock, and in the success of every

branch of farm economy.

The amount of work performed by students has been lim-

ited solely by my ability to furnish employment; indeed, for

any work which could be conveniently performed during the

intervals of study I have had an embarrassing surplus of zeal-

ous, faithful and efficient candidates.

As I have stated in previous reports, the students cannot,

on account of their scholastic engagements, be profitably em-

ployed to drive the teams ; and therefore four men are hired

for this duty ; but the whole of the work about the barns', the

milking, cutting roots and fodder, the cooking of food, feed-

ing, cleaning, carding, sweeping, the training of bulls and

colts and the attendance on animals during parturition and in

sickness have, as heretofore, all been done by students.

The work last described has mostly occupied the time

before and after the regular college exercises. In addition

to this, the classes, under the direction of Prof. Stockbridge,

have done a very large amount of work in planting, cultivat-

ing and harvesting the crops ; in clearing the pastures of

brush and bogs, preparatory to further improvement ; in put-

ting up two hundred rods of post and board fence ; in grub-

bing up useless and unsightly trees ; in extensive alterations

and improvements in the horticultural department, and in

otherwise adding to the value and beauty of the estate.

They have also manifested their interest in the College by

buying, digging and bringing home a large number of shrubs

and trees from the nursery and from the woods and fields of

the neighborhood. These they have set out in groves and

avenues on the farm ; and as evidence of their skill and care

in transplanting, and their perseverance in tending and water-

ing, it should be mentioned that, in spite of the unprecedented

drought, not two per cent, of the whole number have died.

Summary.

In concluding my report, I submit the following review of

the year's operations :

—

By the aid of improved machinery, large crops have been

raised and secured with the least possible expense of labor.
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Important experiments have been carried on in the cultiva-

tion of land, the application of manures, and the growth of

plants, and these, when completed and verified, will be duly

reported.

The stock has been generally healthy and prosperous, and

though, on account of hereditary imperfection, several animals

have been sacrificed at a mere fraction of their estimated value,

the loss thus sustained is, at least in a measure, atoned for by

the opportunities which these cases afforded to the students

for study and observation, and by the increased character and

value of the animals which are left.

By this course, and by successful competition with breeders

of established character, the reputation of the College flocks

and herds has been enhanced, and the foundation of a success-

ful career in stock-farming has been added to and strength-

ened.

The faculty and students have been enabled to study the

characteristics and familiarize themselves with the history of

animals of the various breeds, and material progress has been

made in preparing the way for reliable and valuable experi-

ments in stock-husbandry.

Valuable contributions have been made to the veterinary

museum of the College of portraits, hides and skeletons of

eminent representative animals ; and the carcasses of animals,

belonging to the neighboring farmers, which have died of ob-

scure diseases, have been obtained for examination by the

veterinary professor and the students.

The improvement of the farm has been diligently and steadily

pursued, and important steps have been taken in the process

of beautifying the estate, and fitting it for the numerous offices

in the collection and diffusion of intelligence, which it now is,

or hereafter will be, required to fulfill.

Visitors from all parts of the State and nation, besides many
foreigners of distinction, have been welcomed and assisted in

examining the farm; and I am greatly encouraged by the

fact that several gentlemen who have been prominent in their

opposition to the College, have confessed, after a thorough

examination, that they had been misinformed and misled, and

have expressed their unbounded satisfaction with the course

pursued here, and their determination, henceforth, to do all
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in their power to promote and sustain the prosperity and rep-

utation of the College.

I forward herewith a detailed statement of my receipts and

expenditures. Doubtless, a larger return might have been

obtained if present pecuniary profit were the only or supreme

aim of the management, but it is submitted that in every de-

partment of the farm the strictest economy has been practised,

consistent with a proper ambition to do well and thoroughly

whatever was undertaken, and, so far as possible, to make
the various operations a means of furnishing practical instruc-

tion and employment to the students.

The following is a list of the thoroughbred stock belonging

to the College :

—

Shorthorns.

Bull.—Belvidere (11,364). Cows.—Yarico 57th, Belladonna, Peachbud

8th, Aurora 4th, Emma 3d, Autumn Lily, Wistaria, Lilian, Bella Wilfer,

Yucatan, Estella, Isabelle and Mabel.

The pedigrees of all these animals are recorded in the Shorthorn Herd-

book.

Ayrshires.

Bull—Lord. Ronald. Cows.—Beauty (8), Tulip 4th (779), Hattie

Logan, Lulie (1,500), Rosa (1,780), Beauty (870), Emily 4th, Beauty 11th,

Beauty 12th, Leilah, Little Em'ly, Beauty 13th, Beauty 14th.

These animals have all perfect pedigrees, and are either recorded or

will be recorded in the next volume of the Ayrshire Herd-book.

Jerseys.

Bull—Grand Duke (408). Cows.—Hattie (977), Lady Essex (1,059),

Success (1,254).

All recorded in American Jersey. Herd-book.

Brittanies.

Bull—Merlin. Cow.—Pauline.

Dutch or Holstein.

Bull—4th Highland Chief (14) . Cow.—Midwould (19)

.

Recorded in Holstein Herd-book.

Sheep.

1 Cotswold Ram. 5 Cotswold Ewes.

Swine.

27 Chester Whites, 3 Berkshires, 3 Essex.

10
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Poultry.

Games (4 varieties), 30 ; Cochins (Partridge and White), 20 ; Houdans,

6 ;
Gold-spangled Polands, 10 ; Bronze Turkeys, 14 ; Rouen Ducks, 2

;

Pigeons, 50, viz. : Carriers, Pouters, Tumblers (Baldpates, Beards, Splashed

and Almond), Fantails, Jacobins, Nuns, Archangels, Turbits, Trumpeters,

Quakers, Blue Rocks.

Madagascar Rabbits.

Buck.—Steerforth. Does.—Rosa Dartle, Peggotty.
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TKUSTEES, OYERSEERS, FACULTY AND STUDENTS,

BOARD OP TRUSTEES.

MEMBERS EX OFFICIIS.

His Excellency WILLIAM B. WASHBURN.
Col. WILLIAM S. CLARK, President of College.

Hon. JOSEPH WHITE, LL.D., Secretary of Board of Education.

Hon. CHARLES L. FLINT, Secretary of Board of Agriculture.

MEMBERS BY ELECTION.

Hon. MARSHALL P. WILDER, Boston.

Hon. CHARLES G. DAVIS, . . . . . Plymouth.
Dr. NATHAN DURFEE, . . . . . . Fall River.

HENRY COLT, Esq., . . . . . . -. Pittsfield.

Rev. CHARLES C. SEWALL, . . . . . Medfield.

PHINEAS STEDMAN, Esq., . . . ' . . Chicopee.

Hon. ALLEN W. DODGE, . . . . . . Hamilton.

Hon. GEORGE MARSTON, . , . . . New Bedford.

Hon. WILLIAM B. WASHBURN, .... Greenfield.

Prof. HENRY L. WHITING, . . . . . Cambridge.

HENRY F. HILLS, Esq., ...... Amherst.

Hon. DANIEL NEEDHAM, Groton.

WILLIAM KNOWLTON, Esq., Upton.

JOHN CUMMINGS, Esq., Woburn.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
President WILLIAM S. CLARK. Dr. NATHAN DURFEE.
Hon. JOSEPH WHITE. HENRY COLT, Esq.

PHINEAS STEDMAN, Esq.

SECRETARY.
Hon. CHARLES L. FLINT, of Boston.

AUDITOR.
HENRY COLT, Esq., of Pittsfield.

TREASURER.
Dr. NATHAN DURFEE, of Fall River.
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ASSISTANT TREASURER.

GEORGE MONTAGUE, Esq., of Amherst.

BOARD OP OVERSEERS.
THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

EXAMINING COMMITTEE OF OVERSEERS.
Dr. H. P. WAKEFIELD. Hon. E. H. KELLOGG.

Capt. J. B. MOORE.

MEMBERS OF FACULTY.
WILLIAM S. CLARK, Ph. D.,

President, and Professor of Botany and Horticulture.

Hon. LEVI STOCKBRIDGE,
Professor of Agriculture.

HENRY H. GOODELL, M. A,
Professor of Modern Languages.

CHARLES A. GOESSMANN, Ph.D.,
Professor of Chemistry.

HENRY W. PARKER, M. A.,

Professor of Mental, Moral and Social Science.

SELIM H. PEABODY, M. A.,

Professor of Physics and Civil Engineering.

NOAH CRESSY, M. D.,

Professor of Veterinary Science.

First Lieut. A. H. MERRILL, First Art., U.S.A.,
Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

A S. PACKARD, Jr., M. D. (State Entomologist),
Lecturer on Useful and Injurious Insects.

M. FAYETTE DICKINSON, Jr., Esq.,

Lecturer on Rural Laio.

SAMUEL T. MAYNARD, B. S.,

Gardener and Assistant Professor of Horticulture.

JOHN C. DILLON, Farm Superintendent.
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GRADUATES OP 1873/

Eldred, Frederick Cornelius, Sandwich.

Leland, Walter Sherman, Sherborn.

Lyman, Asahel Hubert, Westhampton.

Mills, George Westgate, Medford.

Minor, John Bacon, Hartford, Conn.

Penhallow, David Pearce, Portsmouth, N. H.

Renshaw, James Budden, Richmond.

Simpson, Henry Bell, Hudson, N. Y.

Wakefield, A. B., Albert Tolman, . . . . Peoria, 111.

Warner, Seth Smith,.... . . . Florence.

Webb, James Henry, New Haven, Conn.

Wellington, Charles, Amherst.

Wood, Frank Warren, . . . . . . Grafton.

Total, 13.

SENIOR CLASS.

Alexander, Edward Percival, Greenville, 111.

Babbitt, George Henry, Columbus, Ohio.

Chandler, Edward Phelps, . . . . . Westborough.

Curtis, Wolfred Fletcher, . . ... . Westminster.

Dickinson, Asa Williams, Amherst.

Hitchcock, Daniel Green, Warren.

Hobbs, John Alden, . . . . . . . No. Hampton, N. H.

Libby, Edgar Howard, . . . . . Ashland.

Phelps, Henry Lyman, . . ... . Southampton.

Strain, William, Southwick.

Woodman, Edward Eastman, . . . . . Danvers.

Zeller, Harrie McKeen, Hagerstown, Md.

Total, 12.

JUNIOR CLASS.

Andreae, George Christ, . . . . . . New York City.

Barrett, Joseph Francis, Barre.

Barri, John Atherton, Cambridgeport.

* The annual report being made to the legislature in January necessarily includes parts of

two academic years, and the catalogue gives the names of such students as have been con-

nected with the College during any portion of the year 1873.
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Bragg, Everett Burt, Amherst.

Brooks, William Perm, South Scituate.

Callender, Thomas Russell, Northfield.

Campbell, Frederick George, W. Westminster, Vt.

Chase, Edmund Taylor, Deerfield, N. H.

Clark, Xenos Young, Amherst.

Clay, Jabez William, Westminster, Vt.

Dodge, George Rufus, Hamilton.

Hague, Henry, Lonsdale, R. I.

Harwood, Peter Mirick, Barre.

Holmes, Harry Hawley, Greenwich, N. Y.

Jackson, Henry Stranahan, Orange, N. J.

Kinsman, Willard Francis, Ipswich.

Knapp, Walter Haydn, Boston.

Lee, Lauren Kellogg, Shrewsbury.

Merrill, James Cushing, St. Albans, Vt.

Miles, George Melville, Westminster.

Otis, Harry Preston, Northampton.

Parker, Francis Greenwood, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Peabody, Cecil Hobart, . . . . . . Amherst.

Piatt, William Davenport, Baltimore, Md.
Rice, Frank Henry, Barre.

Southwick, Andre Arnold, Mendon.

Winchester, John Frost, Peabody.

Total, 27.

SO|HOMOEE CLASS.

Bagley, David Appleton, Winchendon.

Chickering, Darius Otis, . . . . . . Enfield.

De Pew, Richard Mather, Amherst.

Deuel, Charles Frederick, Amherst.

Ellis, Edward Story, Sandwich.

Graves, Louis Bertrancl, . . . . . . South Ashfield.

Guild, George William May, New York City.

Hawley, Joseph Mather, Salem, N. Y.

Judd, Charles Adelbert, South Hadley Falls.

Kendall, Hiram, Watertown.

Ladd, Thomas Henry, Watertown.

Lawton, Charles Follen, New Bedford.

Leach, Frank Hervey, r Amherst.

Mann, George Hewins, Sharon.

Martin, William Edson, Hadley.

McConnel, Charles Washington, .... Lonsdale, R. I.

McLeod, William Alexander, Lonsdale, R. I.

Naito, Saitaro, Chiyoshiu, Japan.

Parker, Edward Herbert, Reading.
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Parker, George Lowell, Dorchester.

Porter, William Hemy, Hatfield.

Rogers, Mulford Thacher, Watertown.

Root, Joseph Edward, ; Barre.

Sears, John Milton, Ashfield.

Slade, Denison Rogers, ....... Chestnut Hill.

Taft, Cyrus Appleton, Whitinsville.

Tucker, Fred. Herman, Hardwick.
Urner, George Peter, Elizabeth, N. J.

Vaill, William Henry, Enfield.

Wetmore, Howard Graham, New York City.

Williams, John Elgin, South Amherst.

Total, . . 3L.

FRESHMAN CLASS.

Ball, Gilman Kimball, Holyoke.

Benson, David Henry, . . ... . Bridgewater.

Clark, Atherton, Amherst.

Dickinson, Walter Mason, Amherst.

Goodrich, Wilbur Francis, East Cambridge.

Gunn, William Bradford, Sunderland.

Hibbard, Joseph Robinson, . . . . . Chester, Vt.

Howe, Waldo Vernon, Framingham.

Mills, James Kellogg, Jr., . . . . . Springfield.

Moore, Frank Lester, . . . . . . Framingham.

Nye, George Everett, . . . . -a- Sandwich.

Paige, Harrie Cruse, . . . . . . . Tarrytown, N. Y.

Palmer, Frank Waldo, Amherst.

Parker, Henry Fitch, . . . . . . Amherst.

Pixley, Martin Shaw, West Hawley.

Porto, Raymundo, . . . . . . . Para, Brazil.

Smith, Frank Leland, Springfield, K Y.

Southmayd, John Edwards, Middletown, Conn.

Southworth, Charles Heyward, . . . . Springfield.

Urner, Frank Gordon, Elizabeth, N. J.

Wilson, Alvin Robert, . . . . . . South Hadley.

Wayesugi, Tall Katuyoshi, Tokeio, Japan.

Wyman, Joseph, . . . . . . . Arlington.

Total, . . . . . . . .23.
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SELE CT CLASS.

Barstow, William Hale, Haverhill, N. H.

Benedict, John Mitchell, Bethel, Conn.

Blanchard, William Henry, Putney, Vt.

Bond, Henry, Ware.

Bunker, Madison, Nantucket.

Carter, Walter Edward, Boston.

Dix, James Quincy, Boston.

Frothingham, Thomas Goddard, .... Boston.

Gibbs, Charles Finney, Thetford, Vt.

Gillett, Edward, Southwick.

Jefts, Melvin Willard, ...... Ashby.

Lyman, Henry, . . . . . . . . Middlefield, Conn.

Mallory, West Allen, Ogdensburg, Wis.

Mildeberger, Victor, New York City.

Montague, Arthur Huntington, .... South Hadley.

Moody, George Frederick, . . . ... Springfield.

Nakashima, Masanogio, Chiyoshiu, Japan.

Parker, George Amos, Gardner.

Perkins, William Henry, Watertown.

Player, Harry Heyward, . . . . . . Nashville, Tenn.

Potter, William Stiles, Lafayette, Ind.

Preston, Edward George, Elbridge, N. Y.

Reed, Fremont Sumner, South Weymouth.
Robinson, John Albert, Brookline.

Sanger, Frank Hyde, Watertown.

Spooner, Frank Adams, Barre.

Smith, Frank Stockbridge, . . . . . Springfield.

Smith, Thomas Edwin, Chesterfield.

Swift, Frank Munroe, Yarmouth.

West, Frank Howard, Haverhill.

Zeller, William Melville, Hagerstown, Md.
Total .31.

RESIDENT GRADUATES.

Minor, B.S., John Bacon, , Hartford, Conn.

Wellington, B. S., Charles, Amherst.

Total, 2.

11
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SUMMARY.
Graduates of 1873, 13

Resident graduates, 2

Seniors, 12

Juniors, 27

Sophomores, . 31

Freshmen, 23

Select, .... 31

Total, 139

Catalogue of Past, Regular and Special Students of the College, with their

present Occupations and Residences, so far as known.

Adams, Frank E., Mechanic, Hadley.

Alexander, Edward P., Clerk, office St. Louis & S. E. R. R. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Allen, B. S., Gideon H., Farmer, North Conway, N. H.

Ames, William C, Farmer, Conway.

Andreae, George C, Clerk, New York City.

Annable, Robert W., Civil Engineer, Portsmouth, N. H.

• Ariail, Smith, Farmer, Stockbridge.

Ashton, John, Student (deceased), Newton Centre.

Avery, Frank A., Student, Commercial College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Babbitt, George H., Cadet, Naval Academy, 'Annapolis, Md.
Baker, Fred. W., Baker & Hamilton, Hardware, San Francisco, Cal.

Bancroft, John F., Farmer, Tyngsborough.

Barber, Strong H., Farmer, Windsor, Ct.

Bardwell, Daniel P., Farmer, Shelburne.

Barker, Jr., Charles A., Farmer, Charlestown.

Barreto, Fiuza, Planter, Bahia, Brazil.

Barrows, Fletcher K., Dealer in Coal, Brattleboro', Vt.

Barrows, William, Jeweler, Amherst.

Bassett, B. S., Andrew L., Civil Engineer, Erie & Oil City R. R.

Bayley, Jonathan, Mechanic, Northampton.

Bell, B. S., Burleigh C, Druggist, Vallejo, Cal.

Bell, George H., Farmer, Amherst.

Birnie, B. S., William P., Civil Engineer, Springfield.

Blankenship, Edwin A., Shoe Manufactory, North Bridgewater.

Bliss, Albert N., Farmer, Des Moines, Iowa.

Blood, Alonzo H., Principal High School, Walpole.

Blunt, Charles E., Concord, N. H.

Bowker, B. S., William H., Manufacturer of Fertilizers, Boston.

Brainard, John W., Farmer, Palmer.
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Brett, B. S., William F., Brigham & Brett, Dealers in Clothing, Fall River.

Breck, Webster, Book-keeper, Newtonville.

Briggs, Louis W., Planter, Plaquemine, La.

Brown, Clarence E., Machinist, Florence.

Bullard, M. D., William E., Physician, New York City.

Capen, M. D., Thomas A., Physician, Fall River.

Carruth, Herbert S., Clerk, Carruth & Sweetser, Boston.

Carter, Herbert M., Book-keeper, Boston.

Carter, Samuel M., Dairy Farmer, West Berlin.

Casey, Michael F., Druggist, L. M. Shute, New York City.

Caswell, B. S., Lilley B., Civil Engineer, Athol.

Cary, William H., Civil Engineer (deceased Jan 7, 1873).

Chapman, Edward B., Merchant, New York City.

Chase, Edmund T., Farmer, Deerfield Centre, N. H.

Childs, William F., Clerk, Canadian Bank of Commerce, Montreal, Can.

Clark, Charles T., Clerk in Store, Sherborn.

Clark, B. S., John W., Foreman, Nonantum Hill Nursery, Brighton.

Clark, Lysander L., Farmer, Easthampton.

Clark, Wallis O., Cadet, West Point, N. Y.

Clark, William A., Student (deceased), Springfield.

Clark, William J., Clerk, Sheet Metal Co., Salem, Ohio.

Cleland, William F., Clerk in Store, Natick.

Codina, Gabriel, Barcelona. Spain.

Colby, Daniel J., Printer, Newburyport.

Cole, Daniel P., Clerk, Morgan Envelope Co., Springfield.

Cook, Charles M., Merchant, Honolulu, H. I.

Cook, Rums L., Druggist, Hadley.

Copp, Belton A., Clerk, Vermilye & Co., New York City

Cowles, Elliot A., Farmer, Kellogg, Iowa. *

Cowles, B. S., Frank C, Farmer, Amherst.

Cowles, B. S., Homer L., Farmer, Hadley.

Cowles, Walter D., Farmer, Amherst.

Crocker, Jr., Loring, Clerk, Bray & Hayes, Boston.

Cutter, B. S., John C, Medical Student, Hanover, N, H
Damon, Edward, Merchant, Honolulu, H. I.

Dean, Charles T., Columbus, Ga.

Deland, Thomas J., Student (deceased Nov. 7, 1873), Boston.

De Pew, Richard M., Clerk, Talcot & Post, Hartford, Ct.

Dickinson, Asa W., Farmer, Amherst.

Dix, James Q., Farmer, Boston.

Doubleday, H. M., Chemist, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Doubleday, William H., Book-keeper, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Duncan, George A., Agent Boswell's. Reflected Heater, Hartford, Ct.

Dyer, B. S., Edward N., Teacher of High School, North Weymouth.
Eastman, George H., Teacher, Storm Lake, Iowa.

Easterbrook, Isaac H., Book-keeper, Hingham Centre.

Eaton, Harry Ahpeetcha, Student, Santee Agency, Neb.

Eldred, Fred. C, North British and Mercantile Insurance Co., New York.

Ellis, Granville A., Clerk, Hayden, Gardenier & Co., Boston.
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Ellsworth, B. S., Emory A., Civil Engineer, Davis & Ellsworth, Holyoke.

Ely, William J., Farmer, Freehold, N. J.

Fisher, B. S., Jabez F., Lovell & Co., Engineers' Supplies, Fitchburg.

Fisk, Charles A., Clerk, Wason Car Manufacturing Co., Springfield.

Fisk, B. S., Edward R., Salesman, Folwell & Brs., Philadelphia, Penn.

Flagg, B. S., Charles O., Farmer, Westminster.

Flower, Archibald D., Clerk, Ashfield.

French, John L.

Frisbie, George D., Clerk, Burdick, Frisbie & Co., New York City.

Frothingham, T. G., Book-keeper, Boston.

Fuller, B. S., George E., Civil Engineer, Toledo, Ohio.

Furness, George A., Clerk, Liv., London & Globe Ins. Co., New York City.

Garrett, William E., Clerk, West Newton.

Garrigues, S. S., Ph. D., State Inspector of Salt, East Saginaw, Mich.

Gibbs, Charles, Florist and Nurseryman, H. P. Closson, Thetford, Vt.

Gillett, Edward, Trout-raising and Farming, Southwick.

Graves, George G., Book-keeper, Amherst.

Green, Frank B., Farmer, Amherst.

Green, William H., House and Sign Painter, Maywood, 111.

Grover, B.S., Richard B., Book-keeper, Amherst.

Gunn, Charles B., Civil Engineer, Denison, Texas.

Hall, Frederick A. (deceased), Amherst.

Hall, Lemuel W., Dealer in Meats, Lowell.

Hardy, Edward E., Agent Norwich Worsted Co., Norwich, Ct.

Harrington, Frank W., Mechanic, North Amherst.

Hatch, George S., Student, Boston.

Hawley, B. S., Frank W., Lumber Business, Springfield.

Healey, George C, Farmer, Hampton Falls, N.H.
Herrick, B«S., Fred. St. C, Farmer, Methuen.

Heyl, B. S., Jacob, Sugar Refiner, Philadelphia, Penn.

Hobbs, John A., Civil Engineer, North Hampton, N. H.

Holmes,. B. S., L. LeB., Law Student, New Bedford.

Howe, Edward G., Farmer, Lansing. 111.

Howland, Charles M., Dry Goods, Worcester.

Hubbard, Frank, Dentist, San Francisco, Cal.

Jefts, Melvin W., Farmer, Ashby.

Johns, Arthur C, Wholesale Grocer, St. Louis, Mo.

Johns, Fred. DM Medical Student, St. Louis, Mo.

Judd, Charles A., Farmer, South Hadley Falls.

Judkins, Arthur M., Salesman, New England Carpet Co., Boston.

Kelleher, David W., Clerk, Steamboat (deceased).

Kimball, B. S., Francis E., Foreman, Cinn. Transfer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

King, Albert, Groceries and Grain,, Taunton.

King, John E.,' Mech. Engineer, New York City.

Kingman, W. H., Hotel-keeper, Westfield„ N. J.

Kinsman, W. F., Civil Engineer, Charlestown.

Lathrop, Joseph D.» Farmer, Northampton.

Leach, Frank H.,, Printing Office, Amherst.

Leland, B. S., Walter S., Law Student, Sherborn.
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Leonard, B. S., George, Law Student, New Bedford.

Lester, Frank H., Clerk, Preston, Keen & Co., Chicago, 111.

Livermore, B. S., R. W., Law Student, Yale College, New Haven, Ct.

Lockey, J. M., Insurance Agent, Leominster.

Luther, Gardner C, Farmer, Rehoboth.

Lyman, Arthur W., Farmer, Southampton.

Lyman, B. S., Asahel H., Medical Student, Manistee, Wis.

Lyman, B. S., Robert W., Civil Engineer, Northampton.

Lyman, William, Farmer, Middlefield, Conn.

Lyon, William S., Wool-grower, Anaheim, Cal.

Mackie, B. S., George, Medical Student, New Bedford.

Mallory, West. A., Farmer, Ogdensburg, Wis.

Maynard, B. S., Samuel T., Gardener, Mass. Ag. Coll., Amherst.

Merrill, James C, Civil Engineer, St. Albans, Vt.

Merrill, Nathaniel P., Farmer, Wilbraham.

(

Merriam, Joel H., Clerk, Westminster.

Millard, David K., Draughtsman, Northampton.

Miller, Henry L., Dealer in Meats, Greenfield.

Mills, B. S., George W., Student of Pharmacy, Medford.

Mines, William W., Medical Student, Montreal, Canada.

Minor, B. S., John B., Student of Chemistry, Mass. Ag. Coll., Amherst.

Moody, George F., Bell-hanger, Springfield.

Morey, B. S., Herbert E., Clerk, Morey & Smith, Boston.

Morris, Frederick W., Bookseller, Springfield.

Morse, B. S., James H., Civil Engineer, Salem.

Nakashima, Masanojio, Agricultural Department, Japan.

Nash, Arthur H., Farmer, Hadley.

Nash, Edwin D., Brakeman, Vt. Central R. R., White River Junction, Vt.

Nomura, Ichiskay, Agricultural Department, Japan.

Norcross, B. S., Arthur D., Manufacturer of Straw Goods, Monson.

Nichols, B. S., Lewis A., Civil Engineer, Danvers.

Ober, Frederick A., Naturalist, St. Lucie, Brerara Co., Florida.

Ould, Remus, Farmer, Baltimore, Md.
Page, B. S., Joel B., Farmer, Conway.
Parker, Francis G., Civil Engineer, Ariquipa, Peru.

Peabody, B. S., William R , Clerk, R. R. Office, Lincoln, Neb.

Penhallow, B. S., David P., Transitman, P. &. D. R. R., Portsmouth, N. H.

Penhallow, Charles L., Farmer, York, Maine.

Perkins, William H., Clerk, Watertown.

Phelps, John, Teacher, Milo, 111.

Player, Harry H., Business, Chicago, 111.

Post, Henry W., Medical Student, Burlington, Vt.

Preston, Edward G., Farmer, Elbridge, N. Y.

Rankin, Austin A., Farmer, Pelham.

Reed, Fremont S., Boot and Shoe Manufacturer, South Weymouth.
Renshaw, B. S., James B., Farmer, Richmond.

Richmond, B. S., S. H., Surveyor and Draughtsman, Fall River.

Rotch, Caleb L., Theological Student, Boston University.

Rowland, Clarence W., Farmer, Newton.
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Russell, B. S., William D., Chemist, Turner's Falls.

Salisbury, B. S., Frank B., Farmer, Sherborn.

Sanderson, Charles F. (deceased), Petersham.

Sanderson, Robert W., Clerk, Richards & Thayer, Holyoke.

Sanger, Frank H., Clerk, Watertown.'

Sanger, Herbert C, Clerk, G. F. & W. H. Ordway, Boston.

Shaw, B. S., Elliot D., Dealer in Grain, &c, Chicopee.

Simpson, B. S., Henry B., Farmer, Centerville, Maryland.

Slade, Denison R., Classical Student, Chestnut Hill.

Slattery, William, Lawyer, Holyoke.

Smead, B. S., Edwin, Farmer, Baltimore, Md.

Smith, James M., Union Steam and Water Heating Apparatus, Westfield.

Smith, Joseph B., Brick Manufacturer, Newburyport.

Smith, William H., Smith & Co., Stafford Springs, Ct.

Smith, William O., Sheriff, Koloa, H. I. .

Snow, B. S., G. H., Farm Superintendent, North Andover.

Snow, Laban, Clerk, Harwich Port.

Somers, B. S., F. M., Editor " Leavenworth Times," Leavenworth, Kansas.

Southwick, A. L., Farmer, Auburn.

Sparrow, B. S., Lewis A., Manufacturer of Fertilizers, Boston.

Spooner, Frank A., Insurance Office, Foster & Cole, Boston.

Stearns, Richard S., Law Student, Boston University.

Strain, Jr., William, Merchant, Southwick.

Strickland, B. S., George P., Machinist, South Newmarket, N. H.

Swazey, Walter W., Dentist, Springfield.

Swift, Frank M., Clerk, H. C. Thacher & Co., Boston.

Swift, George A., Farmer, Charlestown.

Taylor, Ralph I., Clerk, Wholesale Grocery, Oswego, N. Y.

Thomas, George H., Farmer, Lebanon, Ct.

Thomas, John L., Clerk, M. S. Underwood, State Liquor Com., Boston.

Thompson, B. S., E. E., Druggist, Whipple & Co., North Bridgewater.

Thompson, B. S., S. C, Civil Engineer, Boston Water Works, Natick.

Towne, Frank A., Druggist, Culmer, Iowa.

Tucker, Charles E., J. Tucker & Co., Boston.

Tucker, B. S., George H., Civil Engineer, City Engineer, Corry, Penn.

Tucker, Wilson M., Farmer, Monson.

Vaill, William H., Mechanic, Worcester.

Vose, Edwin F., Medical Student, Marion.

Wakefield, A. B., B. S., A. T., Teacher, Univ. of E. Tenn., Knoxville, Tenn.

Ware, B. S., Willard C, Farmer, Hamilton.

Warner, B. S., Seth S., Civil Engineer, Florence.

Warriner, Alfred A., Farmer, Warren.

Watkis, James E., Farmer, Kinderhook, N. Y.

Webb, B. S., Jas. H., Student, Sheffield Scientific School, New Haven, Ct.

Weeks, Herman F., Student (deceased), Babylon, N. Y.

Wellington, B. S., Chas., Student of Chemistry, Mass. Ag. Coll., Amherst.

Wells, B. S., Henry, C. E., N. Y. Cent. & Huds. R. R. R., Rochester N. Y.

Wheeler, Chas. A., Railroad Contractor, Milwaukee, Wis.

Wheeler, B. S., William, Agricultural Engineer, Boston.
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Whitney, B. S., William C, Architect, with Carl Fehmer, Boston.

Whitney, B. S., F. Le P., Farmer and Florist, Hingham Centre.

Wills, John W., Clerk, Bray & Hayes, Boston.

Wood, B. S., Frank W., Civil Engineer, Rochester, N. Y.

Woolson, George C, Assist. Editor " Hearth and Home," New York City,

Wright, Augustus H., Superintendent Lumber-yard, Geo. Curtis, Boston.

Yamao, Tenetaro, Agricultural Department, Japan.

Youchi, Geamon, Agricultural Department, Japan.

Zeller, Bruce S., Farmer, Hagerstown, Md.
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COURSE OF STUDY AND TRAINING.

Freshman Year.

First Term.—Chemical Physics, 5 hours each week ; Human Anatomy,
Physiology and Hygiene, 3 hours ; Algebra, 5 hours ; English, 2 hours

;

Agriculture, 3 hours ; Declamation, 1 hour ; Free-hand Drawing, 2 hours
;

Military Drill, 4 hours ; Manual Labor, 6 hours.

Second Term.—Inorganic Chemistry, 4 hours ; Human Anatomy, Phys-

iology and Hygiene, 3 hours ; Geometry, 5 hours ; Agriculture, 4 hours

;

English, 2 hours
; Elocution, 1 hour ; Free-hand Drawing, 2 hours ; Mili-

tary Drill, 4 hours.

Third Term.—Organic and Practical Chemistry, 8 hours ; Geometry,

4 hours ; French, 5 hours ; Elocution, 1 hour ; Agriculture, 2 hours ; Mili-

tary Drill, 4 hours ; Manual Labor, 6 hours.

Sophomore Year.

First Term.—Agricultural and Analytical Chemistry, 8 hours each

week ; Analytical Geometry, 4 hours ; French, 5 hours ; Agriculture, 2

hours ; Declamation, 1 hour ; Military Drill, 4 hours ; Manual Labor, 6

hours.

Second Term.—Quantitative Chemical Analysis, 7 hours ; Trigonome-

try, 5 hours; French, 4 hours; Agriculture, 4 hours; Declamation, 1

hour ; Military Drill, 4 hours.

Third Term.—Zoology, 5 hours; Surveying, 5 hours; Agriculture, 2

hours ; English, 3 hours ; Declamation, 1 hour ; Drawing, 4 hours ; Mili-

tary Drill, 4 hours ; Manual Labor, 6 hours.

Junior Year.

First Term.—German, 5 hours each week ; Mechanics, 5 hours ; En-

tomology and Zoology, 3 hours ; Market-gardening, 2 hours ; Levelling

and Drawing, 5 hours ; Military Drill, 3 hours ; Manual Labor, 6 hours.

Second Term.—German, 4 hours ; Physics, 5 hours ; Botany, 4 hours

;

Microscopy, 2 hours ; Drawing, 4 hours ; Agricultural Debate, 1 hour

;

Military Drill, 4 hours.

Third Term.—German, 4 hours ; Astronomy, 4 hours ; Botany, 4 hours

;

Topographical Surveying, 4 hours ; Stock and Dairy Farming, 2 hours

;

Military Drill, 4 hours ; Manual Labor, 6 hours.

Senior Year.

First Term.—English Literature, 4 hours each week ; Botany, 2 hours

;

Veterinary Science, 3 hours; Book-keeping, 2 hours; Roads and Rail-
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roads, 5 hours; Drawing, 3 hours; Original Declamation, 1 hour; Mili-

tary Drill, 3 hours ; Manual Labor, 6 hours.

Second Term.—English Literature, 4 hours ; Mental Science, 4 hours

;

Arboriculture, 2 hours ; Veterinary Science, 3 hours ; Drawing, 3 hours

;

Military Drill, 4 hours.

Third Term.—Veterinary Science, 5 hours ; Geology, 3 hours ; Land-

scape Gardening, 2 hours ; Rural Law, 1 hour ; Agricultural Review, 4

hours ; Military Drill, 4 hours.

CALENDAR FOR 1874.

The second term of the collegiate year begins January 1st, and con-

tinues till April 1st.

The third term begins April 16th, and continues till July 15th.

The first term begins August 27th, and continues till the Wednesday
before Thanksgiving.

There is an examination of candidates for admission to the College, at

the Botanic Museum, at 9 A. M., Tuesday, July 14th, and also on Thursday,

August 27th.

The annual public examination and the Farnsworth Prize Declama-

tions take place Monday, July 13th.

The public examination of the graduating class for the Grinnell Prize

for excellence in Agriculture, and the Address before the Literary Societies

take place on Tuesday, July 14th. The exercises of Graduation Day occur

July loth.

There will be a reunion of the Pioneer Class of 1871, on Tuesday,

July 14th.

ADMISSION

Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined, in

writing, upon the following subjects: English Grammar, Geography,

Arithmetic, Algebra, through simple equations, and the History of the

United States.

Candidates for higher standing are examined as above and also in the

studies gone over by the class to which they may desire admission.

No one can be admitted to the College until he is fifteen years of age,

and every student is required to furnish a certificate of good character,

from his late pastor or teacher, and to give security for the prompt pay-

ment of term bills. Tuition and room-rent must be paid in advance at

the beginning of each term, and bills for board, fuel, &c, at the end of

every term.

The regular examinations for admission are held at the Botanic

Museum, at 9 o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday, July 14th, and on Thursday,

12
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August 27th; but candidates may be examined and admitted at any
other time in the year.

Further information may be obtained from President W. S. Clark, Am-
herst, Mass.

EXPENSES.

Tuition, '$25 00 per term.

Room-rent, . . . . . . 5 00 to 10 00 "

Board, 3 50 per week.
Expenses of Chemical Laboratory to Students

of Practical Chemistry, . . . 10 00 per term.

Public and private damages, including value

of chemical apparatus destroyed or injured, at cost.

Annual expenses, including books, . . . 300 00 to 350 00.

REMARKS

The regular course of study occupies four years, and those who com-
plete it receive the degree of Bachelor of Science.

The instruction in the languages is intended to qualify the graduates

to write and speak English with correctness and effect, and to translate

German and French with facility. The scientific course is as thorough

and practical as possible, and every science is taught with constant refer-

ence to its application to agriculture and the wants of the farmer.

The instruction in agriculture and horticulture includes every branch

of farming and gardening which is practised in Massachusetts, and is

both theoretical and practical. Each topic is discussed thoroughly in the

lecture-room, and again in the plant-house or field, where every student

is obliged to labor. The amount of required work, however, is limited to

six hours per week, in order that it may not interfere with study. Stu-

dents are allowed to do additional work, provided they maintain the nec-

essary rank as scholars. All labor is paid at the rate of ten to twenty

cents per hour, according to its value. There is no provision for indigent

students beyond the opportunity to do such work as may offer about the

public and farm buildings, or in the field, and it is hardly possible to

earn more than from $50 to f 100 per annum, besides performing other

duties. So far as is consistent with circumstances, students will be per-

mitted to select such varieties of labor as they may for special reasons

desire to engage in.

Those who pursue a select course attend recitations and lectures with

the regular classes ; but those properly qualified, who desire special in-

struction in chemistry, civil engineering, veterinary science, agriculture
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or horticulture may make private arrangements with the officers having

charge of these departments.

An expenditure of from #10 to $50 is necessary to provide furniture,

which may be purchased at reasonable rates, either new or second-hand.

On Sundays, students are expected to attend the chapel service and

Bible class which are conducted by the Professor of Moral Science.

While the Bible is made the basis of all religious instruction, everything

of a denominational character is as far as practicable avoided.

Students may, upon the written request of their parents or guardians,

be excused from these exercises to attend services in one of the churches

of the town.

REGULATIONS.

1. Students are specially forbidden to combine together for the purpose

of absenting themselves from any required exercise, or violating auy

known regulation of the College.

2. The roll shall be called five minutes after the ringing of the bell for

each exercise of the College by the officer in charge, unless a monitor be

employed, and students who do not answer to their names shall be

marked absent; provided that any student coming in after his name has

been called shall be marked tardy. Two tardinesses shall be reckoned

as one absence.

3. Absence from a single exercise may be allowed or excused by the

officer in charge of the same ; but permission to be absent from several

exercises must be obtained from the general excusing officer or from the

president. In such cases the officer excusing will furnish a certificate of

excuse, which shall state the precise time for which absence is permitted,

and which shall be a satisfactory reason for absence from all exercises

occurring within the time specified.

4. Absence without permission obtained beforehand will not be ex-

cused by any member of the faculty except on the presentation of a

satisfactory excuse written upon the prescribed blank form. Excuses

must be rendered to the officer in charge of the exercise from which the

student was absent ; except that when the absence may include two or

more days, the excuse may be rendered to the president, whose approval

shall be deemed sufficient for all absences specified within.

Excuses must be rendered promptly ; no officer will be expected to re-

ceive an excuse after one week has elapsed from the end of the absence,

if there has been an opportunity for presentation.

Excuses deemed satisfactory will be returned to the student with the

indorsement of the approving officer. Excuses deemed insufficient will

be retained and referred to the faculty for their decision.

5. For every absence for which no excuse may be offered, or if ofiered

shall be deemed insufficient by the faculty, the absentee shall be charged
with a fine of one dollar upon the treasurer's accounts, and no student

may enter upon the duties of a term, or receive an honorable discharge,
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certificate of attendance or diploma until all fines previously incurred are

paid.

6. Whenever the aggregate number of unexcused absences in all de-

partments reaches five, the student so delinquent shall be informed of the

fact. When the number of such absences reaches eight, the parent or

guardian of the student shall be notified of his delinquency ; and when
ten such delinquencies are justly recorded against any student his con-

nection with the College may be terminated.

7. Students are forbidden to absent themselves without excuse from

the regular examinations, to give up any study without permission from
the president, or to remove from one room to another without authority

from the officer in charge of the dormitory buildings.

8. The record of deportment, scholarship and attendance will be care-

fully kept, and whenever the average rank of a student for any term falls

below fifty he will not be allowed to remain a member of the College,

except by a special vote of the faculty.

Admission to the College and promotion from class to class as well as

to graduation are granted only by vote of the faculty.

9. Students are required to abstain from everything injurious to the

buildings and other property of the College, and in all respects to be

gentlemen.

10. Students will not be excused from regular duty to engage in boat-

ing.

BOOKS, APPARATUS, AND SPECIMENS IN NATURAL HISTORY.

The library of the College contains about 1,500 volumes. Among
them are several valuable sets of cyclopaedias, magazines and news-

papers, reports of agricultural societies and State boards of agriculture

and many standard works on agriculture and horticulture. There are

many useful works of reference in chemistry, botany, surveying and

drawing. The larger part of the books have been presented to the insti-

tution by private individuals.

The faculty and students also have the privilege of drawing books from

the excellent library of Amherst College, which contains nearly 30,000

volumes.

The State cabinet of specimens illustrating the geology and natural

history of Massachusetts has been removed from Boston to the College,

and is of much value for purposes of instruction.

The Knowlton herbarium contains more than 10,000 species of named
botanical specimens, besides a large number of duplicates. The botanic

museum is supplied with many interesting and useful specimens of seeds,

woods and fruit models. There is also a set of diagrams illustrating

structural and systematic botany, including about 3,000 figures.

About 1,000 species and varieties of plants are cultivated in the Durfee

plant-house, affording much pleasure and information to students of both

Colleges.
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The very extensive, and in many respects, unsurpassed collections in

geology, mineralogy, natural history and ethnology, belonging to Am-
herst College, are accessible to members of the Agricultural College.

The chemical, engineering and military departments of the Agricul-

tural College, are well furnished.

The armory contains two brass pieces of artillery, fifty sabres and one

hundred and fifty breech-loading rifles.

FARNSWORTH RHETORICAL MEDALS.

Isaac D. Farnsworth, Esq., of Boston, has generously provided a fund

of $1,500, the income of which is to be used for the purchase of gold and

silver medals, to be annually awarded under the direction of the College

faculty for excellence in Declamation.

GRINNELL AGRICULTURAL PRIZES.

Hon. William Claflin, of Boston, has given the sum of $1,000 to estab-

lish a fund for the endowment of a first prize of $50 and a second prize

of $20, to be called the Grinnell Agricultural Prizes, in honor of George

B. Grinnell, Esq., of New York. These prizes are to be paid in cash to

those two members of the graduating class who may pass the best oral

and written examination in Theoretical and Practical Agriculture.

PEABODY ENTOMOLOGICAL PRIZE.

Prof. S. H. Peabody offers a prize of $20 for the best collection of insects

made during the collegiate year ending July 15th, 1874. The collection

must contain not less than 250 specimens, neatly mounted and correctly

named, and found on the College estate.

HILLS BOTANICAL PRIZES.

For the best herbarium, collected by a member of the class of 1875, a

prize of $15 is offered, and for the second best a prize of $10 ; also a prize

of $5 for the best collection of woods.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT,

January 1, 1874.

Real Estate.

College Farm and Quarry, $37,500 00

South College, 36,000 00

North College, 36,000 00

College Hall, . . . . 30,000 00

South Boarding-house, 8,000 00

North Boarding-house, 8,000 00

Durfee Plant-house, 12,000 00

Botanic Museum, .... . . . . . 5,000 00

South Barn, 14,500 00

Farm-house, 4,000 00

Four Dwellings and Barns, purchased with the estate, . . 9,000 00

Total Real Estate, f200,000 00

FARM STATEMENT.

Value of Live-stock, . $10,650 00

Vehicles and Implements, ...... 2,634 00

Produce on hand, . . . . . . 5,246 00

$18,530 00

Total credits of Farm, including property inventoried Jan. 1,

1873, credit for labor performed in grading, &c, and re-

ceipts from sales of live-stock and produce, . . . $24,649 65

Total debits of Farm, including property inventoried Jan. 1,

1873, and all expenditures for live-stock, labor, implements,

repairs, seeds, fertilizers, &c, . .
'

. . . . $24,517 86
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FUND FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE COLLEGE,

In Charge of the State Treasurer.

The total amount received from the sale of 360,000 acres of

land, given to Massachusetts for the endowment of one or

more colleges for the promotion of education in agriculture

and the mechanic arts, was $236,307 40

Of this amount, in accordance with the Act of Congress, was
expended for a farm, . 29,778 40

The sum of $208,464.65, which was received for T
9
¥ of the land-scrip was

constituted, in 1863, a perpetual fund for the promotion of education in

agriculture and the mechanic arts. In 1871, this fund was increased by
the legislature to $350,000.

The investments of this fund, made by the State treasurer, are as fol-

lows :

—

United States bonds, . 5-201
s, interest 6 per cent., gold,

. 10-40's, " 5 "

Massachusetts " . 5 per cent., gold,
" "

. 6 " currency,

City of Salem " . 6 " "
.

" Lynn " . 6 " " •

Town of Milford bonds, 6 " "
.

" Plymouth note, 6 "
.

" Brighton 6£ "

" West Roxbury note, 7 per cent.,

County of Hampden " 6^ " .

Cash in Treasury,

Total Fund,

Annual Income of Fund at 6 per cent.,

$50,500 00

30,000 00

24,000 00

3,000 00

55,000 00

25,000 00

14,200 00

6,724 65

10,000 00

80,000 00

50,000 00

1,575 35

$350,000 00

$21,000 00

Two-thirds of this income is by law paid to the treasurer of the Col-

lege, and one-third to the treasurer of the Institute of Technology.
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Income of College from Endowment Fund, .... $14,000 00

By the conditions of the gift, none of the income of the fund

derived from the sale of land-scrip can be used for the

erection or repair of buildings.

The Hills Fund of $ 10,000, for the maintenance of the Botanic

Garden, is in charge of the College treasurer, and at pres-

ent yields an income of 500 00

Total Income from Funds, $14,500 00

To this sum should be added the receipts of tuition and room-rent,

amounting to $100 per annum for each scholar, and the receipts from the

sale of the products of the farm and garden.
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SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

For the Year 1873,

TAKEN AT AMHERST, MASS.,

By Professor E. 8. SNELL, LL.D., of Amherst College.

Latitude 42° 22' 17". Longitude 72° 34' 30". Elevation above the sea level, 267 feet.
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